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SCÌA Sec relui'} resigns

“I want the
momentum to
keep on going. In
order to do that I
would need to
give more time;
time I don’t have.

WMSC goes off the air indefinitely
In response to possible FCC violations, radio management stops broadcasts to fix problems •
By Nicholas Clunn
News Editor

cially during finals when labs are
busiest.
“I don’t think it’s a good idea
to change the labs. It’s convenient
for people when they can just stay
in their own building. People will
just get aggravated now,” said a lab
assistant.
Although Blanton is open 24
hours, many don’t see how adding
computers to an already cramped
space will help.
“There is just going to be an

WMSC (90.3 FM) pulled its
plug indefinitely Monday after
noon after Federal Communication
Commission officials unexpect
edly inspected the university’s ra
dio station. They found that the
facility did not comply with pre
scribed regulations, according to
Troy Pavuk, WMSC’s Business
Manager.
Although the inspectors did not
officially disclose the violations or
potential fines during their inves
tigation, they informed Dean of
Students Helen Matusow-Ayres
that a citation would be mailed.
“It was obvious that the best
thing to do was not to anger the
FCC,” said Matusow-Ayres. “We
all felt mutually that if we shut
down until we fixed the problems,
m aybe they [FCC] would be
kinder to us.”
The most serious violation pos
sible, according to Ted Dilorio,
WMSC’s General Manager, con
cerns the station’s on-cam pus
transmitter which the FCC requires
to be shut off when not broadcast
ing.
According to Matusow-Ayres,
an unidentified Pennsylvanian no
tified the FCC after complaining
repeatedly to Matusow-Ayres,
Dilorio and MSU President Susan
Cole that WMSC’s dead air inter
fered with the reception of a Long
Island radio station he wanted to
listen to.
The FCC did not state their rea
sons for inspection, according to
Pavuk.
“Unfortunately, it was very
difficult to determine what the
problem was,” admitted MatusowAyres.
The problem , according to
Pavuk, was that Bell Atlantic cut
the wire enabling station operators
to turn off the transmitter from the
station. Matusow-Ayres said that
the New Jersey Transit Authority
mandated that all wire near the rail
road tracks had to be redone.
“When we called them [Bell
Atlantic] they said they couldn’t do
anything because we’re [using]
L ucent [T echnologies],” said
Matusow-Ayres. “Lucent said that
they couldn’t fix it either because
it wasn’t their line.”
The second main suspected
violation concerns the Emergency
Alert System, which, according to
Dilorio, was delivered in 1996 but
the administration never paid to
install it.
The EAS is a network man
dated by the FCC that provides
information about local, state or
national emergencies.

SEE CONSOLIDATION ON P. 3

SEE SHUTDOWN ON P. 3

- David Pizzi,
former SGA
Secretary

Pizzi cites
time and
grades in
resignation
By Nikki DeBartolo____________
Staff Writer
SHIRIN SHERAFAT/ MONTCLARION

The resignation of Dave Pizzi
as the Secretary of the Student
Government Association, Inc., on
Jan. 18 came as quite a shock to
the SGA Executive Board. Pizzi
officially entered his resignation in
writing on Jan. 13. He made the
announcement at last Wednesday’s
Jan. 18 SGA meeting.
“We [the executive board]
were surprised. He [Pizzi] just
didn’t feel that he could put as
much into it as someone else could.
David has done a good job while
in office. I respect his decision and
am excited to be electing a new
member to the team,” SGA Vice
President John Griffin said.
Pizzi's reasons for resigning
were “purely personal in nature,”
and partly due to “academic chal
lenge as well as time constraints,”
according to his official letter of
resignation. He feels his decision
to step down from his position is
in the best interest of the SGA.
“I want the momentum to keep
on going. In order to do that I
would need to give it more time;
time that I don’t have. We [the ex
ecutive board] put a lot of things
together, we make a really good
team. They [the student body] see
a different executive board. We
created a great foundation.”
A ttorney G eneral Lauren
Jacoby immediately put into effect
plans to replace the vacancy. The
process of election has already
begun. Petitions are available in
the SGA office for interested and
eligible students. Petitions are due
SEE RESIGNATION ON P. 3
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STOP THE MUSIC: WMSC General Manager Ted Dilorio posts a notice on the radio station’s office door

making his members aware that the facility is shutdown after an FCC visit.

Computer labs consolidated
By Amanda Iwanoff
Assistant News Editor
Freeman and Bohn Hall, which
formerly housed their own labs,
have closed their doors to their
residents and shipped their com
puters to other cam pus labs.
Freeman’s lab shut down at the end
of last semester. Bohn’s lab is
closed and the final decision on
what will be done with the com
puters is still being made.
“The labs are being consoli
dated,” said an Information Tech
nology Staff Worker, “Russ Hall
will get Freeman’s computers and
Blanton Hall will get Bohn’s com
puters.”
This unannounced change
comes as a shock to residents who
are angered by the inconvenience
of the change.
“Coming back from winter
break and finding that the Bohn
Lab was closed permanently was
a let down. I found it unprofes
sional that they didn’t even post a
sign on the door-people would just
be waiting outside the lab for it to
open. Even though the hours
weren’t the greatest in the Bohn
lab, it was always busy and had a
comfortable work setting,” said
Shannon Mcpandless, a Bohn Hall
resident.
i

CHRISTEN PIERCE/ MONTCLARION

RELOCATED: More computers are expected totmove into the

Blanton Hall computer lab as part of a campus-Wide consolidation.
Some Freeman residents were
equally annoyed about the closing
of their lab before break.
“It makes me mad that I have
to go out of my building to use the
computers. If a computer lab is
given to one dorm, all dorms
should be given one. It’s like the
Russ people are more important
than we are,” said Nicole Luciano,
Freeman Hall resident.
According to the Information
Technology Staff worker, the con
solidation of the labs will create
more access to computers, espe
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DEADLINES
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The M o n tc la rio n is the Monday o f the week
o f publication.

The M o n tc la rio n is distributed on Thurs

days, and invoices and tearsheets are mailed
the follow ing Monday (tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested). Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge
is levied, to sixty (60) days, when accounts
are referred to an outside collection agency.
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Full page - $168.00
Half page - $200.00
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MSU C r im e
• 1/21 M ale Clove Rd
resident returned to lot 28
and discovered his parked
car missing.
• 1/21 M ale reported
he was using the bathroom
in the Student Cneter
Annex when an unknown
male opened the stall
door and masturbated
in front of the victim.
Officers responded to
the area. Suspect
could not be located.
• 1/21 Two professors
in the Fine Arts building
report pow er tools and
electronic equipm ent
missing from an office and
a locked caged area.
• 1/21 M edia Center

R eport

employee reports several
VCRs missing from the
Life Hall complex.
• 1/24 Officers on
patrol at 2 a.m. are ap
proached by a male w ant
ing to gain access to
Dickson Hall. Male had
the ID and office key of
his fiancee. M ale was
identified and the
property was confis
cated. Investigation
continues.

______ U.S. N e w s ________________________ _________
presidential aide Sidney

Clinton called
B lumen thal.
for a deposition Pope embarks
W ASHINGTON — Presi
on 30 hour tour
dent C linton’s Senate
impeachment trial entered
its 13th day Wednesday,
with a request from House
prosecutors for Clinton to
appear for a deposition
without a subpoena.
Senators are strug
gling over two competing
questions: whether to
dismiss the charges against
Clinton and whether to
seek witness testimony.
House prosecutors
want to issue subpoenas for
three witnesses: M onica
Lewinsky, presidential
friend Vernon Jordan and

• 1/26 Blanton Hall
director contacted head
quarters regarding a pos
sible missing resident.
Fem ale’s parents were
concerned she has not
contacted them. Investiga
tion continues.

SGA N e w s

& N otes

• John O’Brien, Assistant Director of Academic Technology, discussed selftaught computer tutorial, now available in the library, and the possibility
of a Student Technology Development Center. Expansion of 24 hour
computer labs was also addressed.
Parking Survey and Analysis report will be addressed next week.
Some organizations up for recharterment: CIC, CLUB, ISO, LASO,
The Montclarion, OSAU, Players, WMSC-FM, Bahai Student
Association and the Computer Science Club.
Two Justices were appointed.
A check cashing service and Ch. 3 programming are being researched.
Petitions for secretary are due Feb. 3 by 4 p.m.
F or T he R

ecord

In “Term Papers for Sale,” Dan Jones and Mike Taylor were not the
individuals’ real names. The Montclarion apologies for the error.
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think
that we have made a mistake in a story please call Editor-InChief, Kevin P. Hancock at 973-655-5230.

sInto come
THE MONTCLARION
Stories
in progress

ST. LOUIS — Church
officials are describing the
Pope’s St. Louis stop on
Tuesday as “pastoral,”
aimed primarily at the
clergy and faithful.
Pope John Paul II will
make three public proces
sions through the city in his
protective, “popem obile.”
He will be greeted by
President Clinton. They
will have a private, 15
minute conference.
The pontiff has voiced
criticism recently o f the
U.S. policy toward Iraq and
W

US and Russia
even out odds
M OSCOW — US
Seer, o f State Albright met
Tuesday for talks with
Russian Foreign M inister
Ivanov and President
Yeltsin in which they
downplayed differences
between the countries by
issuing a joint statement on
Kosovo.
Russia and the US
have been at odds over a
variety o f issues, from US

orld

the use o f capital punishm ent in the US.

Peterman Co.
goes bankrupt
NEW YORK - The J.
Peterman Company, best
known from the satirical
depiction o f the com pany’s
founder on the TV show
“Seinfeld,” filed Chapter 11
M onday at the US Bank
ruptcy Court in Lexington,
KY.
The attorney repre
senting Peterm an told the
bankruptcy court that soft
sales in its catalog have
caused the layoff of 20
people at its headquarters.
More layoffs are planned.

N ew s

military action in Iraq to
US suggestions that it may
break a 1972 arms control
treaty.

appearing each m om ent.”
Deputy Interior M inister
Eastman said. Local offi
cials estim ate that the death
toll could reach 2,000.

Columbia quake
Hussein suffers
claims 518
possible relapse
ARM ENIA— Rescue
workers Tuesday stepped
up the search for survivors
o f M onday’s magnitude 6
earthquake that, according
to authorities, killed 518
people.
“M ore victims are

A M M A N , Jordan —
King H ussein returned to
the US for urgent medical
treatm ent Tuesday, after
what his doctor described
as a possible cancer recur
rence.

L o ca l N ew s

School system
funds diversity
The S. Orange
M aplewood Board of
Education approved an
equity and diversity policy
Monday that commits the
district to educational
settings o f high quality that
are integrated by race and
gender.
It was approved, 8-1,
with W illiam Gold op
posed. Gold said the

Blanton Cafe Closes
Christine Quigley investigates the cafeteria
closing which forced Bohn and Blanton
residents to eat elsewhere.

inches o f rain.

district should focus on
improving educational
offerings for all students.

Montclair rates
Drought worries and budget rise
Spending will rise by
washed away
Worries about a
drought in NJ are giving
way to a concern unthink
able just three weeks ago:
floods.
This month, regions
around the state have
received as much as nine

New major added to
university

University Senate Meeting
Assistant News Editor, Amanda Iwanoff,
reports on the topics discussed at the
Univeristy Senate Meeting.
* " '
t

$450,990 to a total of
$60,571,484, under a
tentative 1999-2000 budget
outlined M onday by the
M ontclair Board o f Ed.
The increase in
property taxes will depend
on the amount o f state aid
to be announced this week.

A new Justice Study program has been
added to the list of majors at the university.
The Montclarion talks to Dr. Marilyn Tayler
about the details.
.

NEW S

CONTINUED FROM P. 1

WMSC blames administration for not
providing adequate improvement funds
“I even went to Dean Helen [MatusowAyres] last week about how the FCC has
been going around checking every station
for the EAS system compliance,” asserted
Dilorio.
“If you asked me a year ago, did you
think things were going to get solved soon-I
would have said yes, absolutely,” MatusowAyres claims. “We didn’t intentionally
throw up barriers.”
Both the radio station and MatusowAyres stated that meetings about rectifying
the situation were slated before the FCC’s
visit.
Matusow-Ayres, who stated that she has
known about the problems for a year and a
half, cites poor communication, university
bureaucracy, “mutual mistakes” and herself
for not finding a remedy.
“I really want to take responsibility for
the fact that I have known about this prob
lem for a long time and I have not been able
to solve it,” confessed Matusow-Ayres, who
also stated that the Student Government
Associated, Inc. is “ultimately responsible”
for the radio station.

“It should have been rectified, and now
here we are,” stated Dilorio. “When push
comes to shove, everything points to them
[the administration] not doing what they’re
supposed to do.”
SGA President Anton Wheeler believes
that if the SGA would have dealt with the
WMSC’s shortcomings then the shutdown
could have been avoided.
“Ultimately, the SGA is responsible for
the radio station,” admitted Wheeler. “But,
with regards to them being shut down, to
tally the fault of the administration."
Wheeler, WMSC and Matusow-Ayres
all regret the station’s shutdown and plan
on moving swiftly toward getting WMSC
back on the air.
“We’re hoping that by Saturday we’re
going to have a lot of things out of the way.
We’re going to put the EAS in,” said Dilorio.
“It could be by next week that we could be
back on. It could be a little more.”
“Bear with us, we’re sorry for the in
convenience,” stated Wheeler. “We’re try
ing to work with the administration and
hopefully they’ll be up in no time.”

C onsolidation
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

Cost a major factor in relocating computers
even longer line in Blanton when finals
come around. It doesn’t matter how they
[Academic Technology] change the comput
ers around. We don’t need more computers
in one space, we need more computers pe
riod,” says McCandless.
Apparently, the recent, unexplained
changes are creating an angry residential
community. “Besides the lab being closed
in Bohn Hall, I can’t even get in touch with
RES NET to have them turn on the box in
my room so that I can have internet access
from my own computer. It’s just been once
hassle after another since I’ve gotten back
from break,” complains one Bohn Hall resi
dent.
Due to all of the computer lab confu
sion, the main questions students want an
swered are, what is the big secret? Why
aren’t the students being told what’s going
on with their labs?
“The SGA had been getting complaints
about the long lines in the Blanton lab, so
they came to me for help,” said John
O ’Brien, Assistant Director of Academic

• 3

Bulls apologize to SGA
and administration

Shutdow n
T~
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Technology. “We had to get Russ opened as
a 24 hour lab immediately, which meant
having to make the sudden decision about
closing the Freeman lab. I apologize for not
giving sooner notice to the students, but it
had to be done.”
What students also do not realize is that
each lab costs $ 1,000 per week to keep open
due to the manpower needed to run them.
“We’d rather spend that money to support
students in other ways, such as purchasing
more hardware,” said O ’Brien.
With the consolidation of the ldbs,
O’Brien hopes to create two large labs on
the north and south sides of campus, each
containing between fifty to eighty comput
ers. However, these are not yet proposals,
only ideas that O’Brien has to expand ac
cess to students.
“The SGA needs to create a Technology
Committee so that the students can decide
what their own needs are,” said O’Brien.
O ’Brien is currently working on future
proposals that will benefit students both
academically and technologically.

Robert Jones, secretary of Tau
Phi Beta, promises that the
Greek organization is trying
to correct the situation
By Brian Pedersen____________________
Assistant News Editor
Robert Jones, secretary of Tau Phi Beta
(The Bulls), made a formal apology to the
Student Government Association, Inc. and
administration officials beford the legisla
ture at the general meeting last Wed. in re
sponse to having their party raided by the
State Police last semester.
.
Kesha Drakeford, Director of Greek
Affairs, and James E. Harris, Associate Dean
of Students, were among the administration
officials present during the SGA meeting at
which the apology was made.
“I felt the apology was for Anton
Wheeler (SGA President), the SGA them
selves and the administration. Currently our
charter is suspended because we planned a
function without insurance and basically we
would be a liability to the SGA,” said Jones.
According to the Bulls member, their
charter has been suspended for the semes
ter but they will come up for recharterment
sometime in March, when the fraternity goes
before the Greek Council and then the SGA.
“At the end of the apology I told every
one present that we are working to rectify

the situation. I and everyone in the organi
zation felt that an apology was due,” said
Jones. “We’re going to come back and make
sure that campus life will be better. There’s
no reason for this kind of stuff to go on.
We’re going to come back next year, but we
have to make sure that everything gets
smoothed out. We have to get it out of the
way now.”
As reported earlier, Tau Phi Beta had
violated state alcohol laws by serving alco
hol to minors at a party which took place at
a Paterson catering hall on Dec. 14. After
police broke up the bash, nine fraternity
members were charged with selling alcohol
to minors and selling alcohol without a li
quor license.
Jones feels that the apology will be the
first step toward getting their organization
back on the right track.
“He did a relatively good job concern
ing the apology and he sounded sincere. I
think they will try to learn from their mis
take for next time,” replied Peter Velazquez,
an SGA representative.
“It was very noble of them to do it. It
just shows that they are starting to take re
sponsibility for their actions. They are fi
nally starting to grow up,” said Lou Cuomo,
a Bulls member and President of the Greek
Council.
Aside from the suspended charter, judi
cial committee members also forbade the
organization from acquiring new members,
participating in Greek Week activities and
sponsoring social programs on or off cam
pus.

Resignation
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

Elections for secretary slated for Feb. 10
and Feb. 11 ; Campaigns start next week
on Feb. 4 and run through Feb. 10.
Elections are scheduled for Feb. 10 and
11.
In the meantime, Jeanette Mammaro, a
freshman legislator, is serving as Interim
Secretary. Mammaro was previously the
acting clerk, responsible for keeping the
official meeting notes of the SGA. Although
she will not exercise the voting or execu
tive pow er of an elected secretary,
Mammaro will continue to keep records of
the SGA meetings. Mammaro is unable to
run for the official position in the upcom
ing elections. She does not have enough
credits to qualify.
Pizzi’s full schedule this spring includes

an 18-credit course load, a position as an
Admissions Ambassador, and Campus Life
Chairperson of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
This past fall, Pizzi carried only 12 credits,
but held positions within his fraternity, his
job as an Admissions Ambassador, and func
tioned as a Teaching Assistant for Dr.
Friedman’s Psychology 101 class. He main
tains a 3.045 cumulative Grade Point Aver
age.
“It was hard then,” says Pizzi, “that job
[Secretary of the SGA] is at least a 30 hour
a week job. I don’t have the hours for it.”
Pizzi told himself, “I can handle it, I can
handle it. I’m not a quitter. But it got hec
tic; I put school first.”

Im p o rta n t G R E N e w s fla s h
From T h e P rin ceto n R eview !!
Y o u r N o. 2 d a y s a r e n u m b e re d !
There’s only one more chance to take the GRE in the current
paper-based format.
After April 10th, the GRE will only be administered as a Computer
Adaptive Test (CAT). While the math and verbal topics will remain
the sam e, you may feel more comfortable with the familiar paperbased exam. If you would like to avoid the GRE CAT, then the time
to prepare for the GRE is now!

«*•****?

Not planning to apply to graduate school for a while? Don't worry!
GRE scores are good for up to 5 years.

• Natural Resource*

WDefense Council

APublicServiced
ThisPublication

You can help protect our water by using natural
lawn care products, less toxic household cleaners and
by recycling used motor oil. Call 1*800-504-8484
and w ell send you more on how you can help,
ip a n /u r^ ,."
CLEAN WATER.
S -E P A

IF VVt ALL DO \ LITTLE, WE CAN DO A LOT.

No matter how or when you choose to take the test, the Princeton
Review can help. Our average score increase of 212 points
gives you a competitive edge in the Graduate school admissions
race. Call today for more information!

(800) 2-REVIEW
n fo .n j@ re v ie w .c o m

Classes Are Starting Soon!
Call To Reserve Your
Space Today!
TH E
PR IN C E TO N
R EV IEW
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FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION 1999-00
FILING DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 1999
• IT ’S N E W - TH E R EN EW A L A PPL IC A T IO N
I f you filed a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) for the 1998-99 academic year, you
should receive in the mail a new kind o f federal student aid application the renewal Free Application for
Federal Student Aid, designed to simplify the application process for 1999-00. The form will allow you to
update only that information which may have changed, rather than require you to fill out a whole new
application.

. W H A T D O F S TH E R EN EW A L A PPLIC A T IO N L O O K LIK E?
The renewal application looks a lot like the 1998-99 Student Aid Report (SAR) you received this year, but
it will be printed on white paper. It will also include an instruction booklet and envelope for m ailing it
back to the processor.
*

.

•NOW THAT IT’S HERE WHAT DO I DO WITH THE RENEWAL APPLICATICffl?
Essentially, you treat it like a new 1999-00 FAFSA. Carefully follow the instruction for completion,
change those items which need updating, and leave the others as they are. You and your parents should
copy the income and tax information from completed 1998 Federal Tax Returns or estimate the data
required.

»W H E N T A N I SU BM IT TH E R EN EW A L A PPLIC A T IO N T O TH E
PR O C ESSO R?
Just like an original FAFSA, you may file this form any time after January 1,1999. All students m ust file
the Renewal Application by March 1,1999 to ensure compliance with our “on time ’ deadline date.

.W H A T IF I D ID N ’T R E C EIV E A R EN EW A L A PPL IC A T IO N B E FO R E
JA N U A R Y 1 .1 9 9 9 ?
N ot to worry! I f you have not received a Renewal Application by the end o f the holiday break, com e by
the Financial Aid Office and pick up a regular 1999-00 FAFSA. The same applies if you m isplace the one
sent to you. Duplicate Renewal Applications are not available. The processor will accept either form.
However, do not send both in, just submit one or the other by the priority deadline date.

. W H A T IF H IP N O T A PPLY F O R FINANCIAL A ID IN 1998-99 B U T W A N T TO
APPLY FO R A IR IN 1999-00?
Come to the Financial Aid Office in CO-321 o f College Hall. Pick up a 1999-00 FAFSA and instruction
sheet. Be certain to complete and file the FAFSA by March 1,1999.

***SPEC IA L NO TE FO R G RADUATE ST U D E N T S***
Proceed as described above and submit the “Institutional Application for Graduate Student Financial AidAcademic Year 1999-00 by March 1, 1999. This form is available in the Financial A id Office, College
Hall, Room CO-321.

*

»FILE TH E FA FSA ON O R BEFO RE M A R C H 1 .1 9 9 9
Applicants who fail to submit the FAFSA by the MSU deadline date are not guaranteed award notification
in time for Fall 1999 billing (about July 7,1999) and must be prepared to pay the term bill in full from
personal resources.

• 1999-00 FA FSA ON THE W EB/RENEW AL FA FSA O N TH E W EB
You may now file your FAFSA directly over the World Wide Web! Just go to www.fafsa.ed.gov to file.
You will need the Domestic Release o f Netscape Navigator 3.0 or higher, Netscape Communicator 4.0 or
higher, or Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher. If you are not sure, FAFSA on the Web will tell you if
your browser is compatible. You may also file a Renewal FAFSA on the Web from the same site
(www.fafsa.ed.govl. provided you live at the same address printed on your 1998-99 FAFSA. Instructions
will be provided with the paper renewal application that you will receive in the mail.

»« i • •
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Feature __________________________________________
Tattoos and piercing: pleasure or pure agony?

Voi. 78 No. 17 ,
_______January 28,1999

By Kristen Anderson

—

Sta ff Writer

o you like the idea of ink being for
ever etched in some sort of design
into your flesh, or do you cringe at
the thought of it? Maybe you are consider
ing getting a tiny piece of metal shoved
through your lip or eyebrow for decorative
purpose. . .or maybe not. When 65 MSU
students were asked whether or not they’d
like to get or have a tattoo or piercing, the
answers were quite varied and even some
what surprising.
Why would someone want to get a tat
too or a piercing anyway? Especially since
a tattoo is forever. That’s exactly why those
who want one haven’t gotten it done yet and
those who don’t want one, well, don’t get
it. “(I don’t want to get any) tattoos, I’m
not a fan of having ink permanently in my
flesh,” stated MSU student Richard Weiss.
When asked about getting a piercing, stu
dent Doug Rockhill responded by saying,
“I don’t want to put any holes in my body. I
have enough as it is.” While Weiss did not
want to get a tattoo, he did, however, already
have and want another piercing.
It was obvious that many students found
it easier to commit to a piercing (since it
can always be taken out) than to commit to
something they would have to live with for
ever. Plus, as sophomore Luisa Viglino
points out, a piercing can even be quite use
ful: “I got my eyebrow pierced because it
holds my cigarettes for me and it was the
only part I thought would look good. I want
to get a tattoo but that’s permanent and I’m
not sure what I want yet.”
Cliff Blessings, Proprietor of Pleasures
of the Flesh (a nearby tattoo and piercing
shop), advises that when deciding on a tat
too not to “rush into anything or be pushed
into it by ‘peer pressure’!!” He also strongly
warns to not EVER EVER EVER get
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someone’s name tattooed on your body un
less you are absolutely sure they’re going
to be standing over you at your funeral.
Tattoos cost 20 times more to be re
moved than they do to be put on, so make
sure you get what you really want. And
don’t be fooled, in most shops the price of a
custom piece designed to your specification
won’t cost you any more than something you
pick off of the wall.” (Those are words to
live by, and most of those polled already are
weary of jumping into anything that is per
manent. After all, unless you have the
money to remove it, a poorly chosen tattoo
can wind up being like a nightmarish mar
riage!)
The reasons most would want a tattoo
is because they just like the design or want

SHIRIN SHERAFAT /MONTCLARION

Body Art

the tattoo to symbolize either something
about themselves or a memory. Nobody
polled who already had a tattoo appeared at
all regretful, but seemed proud to tell about
his permanent piece of flesh art. Frequently,
students who already had a tattoo wanted to
get another one. (This applied even to stu
dents who got their first tattoo on a quick
whim or impulse.)
Phil Strohmeyer has been both tattooed
and pierced since he’s been a MSU student
and wants another of each. “I got my fra
ternity, Theta XI, tattooed on my back on
the spur of the moment, and (I got a) nipple
ring because my friend said I was too much
of a wuss to get it. So, I got it to prove I
wasn’t. The nipple ring hurt like hell to have
done and it doesn’t improve sexual pleasure.
I also got my tongue pierced. I want to get a
tribal arm band tattoo and my other nipple
pierced.”
Like some other students, Strohmeyer
stated he had to be careful with the piercing
and tattoos he chooses because of parental
related reasons. Other students stated work
(etc.) as reasons they weren’t pierced or tat
tooed in clearly visible places. It’s okay to
get them done, in other words, as long as
nobody can see it, but this causes conflict
for some because most want their piercing
to be seen. “I had my nose pierced but I
had to take it out because of work. I would
get my bellybutton pierced but I’d want it
to be seen and I ’d do my eyebrow but I can’t
because of work,” said an MSU student.
While most of students were open to the

College students’opinions about bodyart

A campus perspective
Neither: 15%

Vikasiimofilieffksh
Most popular tattoos?
A: Tribal and Oriental

Piercings: 51%
Most popular campus tattoo?
A: sun and moon (tie)
Most popular campus piercing?
A: navel and tongue (tie)
*65 students participated in this survey

idea of piercing and/or tattooing, nine said
it just was not for them no matter what.
When asked the questions, student Daichi
Iida responded by answering “No, not re
ally, I’m not interested (in getting a tattoo
or piercing done). If you have it done it
kind of looks sick and like it hurt.” In one
area or another, most students were dis
gusted either by a particular piercing or by
where a person had tattoos on his body.
The most frequent answer to the ques
tion “What in particular grosses you out
about either tattoos or piercings?” was, of
course, genital piercing. The idea of having
THAT done does not generate a pleasurable
feeling inside. Other common “gross outs”
were bridge piercing, earlobe stretching, and
septum piercing. (A bridge piercing is on
the area between your eyes. Ear lobe
stretching is just what it sounds like, done
in order to wear bigger pieces of jewelry.
And your septum is that little area in your
nose between your two nostrils.)
Not too many gave tattoos in less than
desirable points. A few said they did not
like above the neck tattoos and/or that some
people took it all too far.
Some people didn’t even care what other
people did to themselves. A1 Moussab, an
MSU student, said he wasn’t personally in
terested in getting either done but he didn’t
care what other people did at all. “It doesn ’t
fit my personality but if someone wants to
do it, that’s fine with me.”
One of the most hilarious (sorry, it is
funny even if it does sound painful) things
a student mentioned that appalled him the
most was said by Dave Lentz. “A Jenny
Jones guest had these spikes coming out of
his head!!” ,
The majority of responses, however,
went along with what the two professionals
I spoke to told me about business in their
shops. According to Blessings, the most
popular piercings at his shop are for the
guys: tongue and for the girls: navel. He
added that the least popular piercing is the
genitals. In addition, Adam Block (Plea
surable Piercings) said that the most popu
lar piercings at his shop are the navel, tongue
and eyebrow. Similarly, the least popular is
the genitals.
Surprisingly, one student polled did not
cringe in pure agony at the mention of geni
tal piercing. Rather, he seemed honestly in
terested in, yes, actually getting it done.
MSU student Eric said that he was “look
ing into getting a genital piercing for deco
rative purposes.”
Next week’s issue: Learn more about the
facts from interviews with Blessings and
Block as well as some fun historical facts.

Tattoos: 34%

c

Least popular tattoos?
A: Heavy duty Oriental and
Service tatoos
Most popular piercings?
A: Guys, tongues
Girls, navel
Least popular piercings?
A: penis and septum

Pleasurable
Piercing
Most popular piercings?
A: navel, tongue and
eyebrow
Least popular?
A: genitals
* answers given by C liff
Blessings o f Pleasures o f the
Flesh and Adam Block o f
Pleasurable Piercing
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Preventing the common cold
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Sta ff Writer
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BILLIARDS
Open 7 Days
From 11am - 2am

1158 MainAve
Clifton, NJ

Phone: 973-365-9856
Fax: 973-778-8781

$12.00 per hour rents you the table for 2, 3 or 4 players!
(1/2 price, $6.00 per hour for one player)
20% college ID discount all day every day
W ednesday night C -C la ss tournaments
Thursday night - Ladies Play Free!

Professional Tables • Snack Bar • Fun Friendly Atmosphere
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t ’s that lovely time of year again. The
winter blahs have arrived. Time for
struggling to get our heads out of the
covers, and walking across campus without
sliding across the ice. Endless days of gray
sky where the sun refuses to visit. Snow
storms that trap us at home while school is
still open. To top it all off, it is flu season,
and if we are not down enough, a cold or
flu can help us feel even worse. But don’t
worry! These tips can help you physically
feel better in no time. Remember, there are
only 52 days left of winter, and only 36 days
left until spring break!
So what do you do if you come down
with a cold? There are lots of ways to feel
better fast that won’t cost you an unneces
sary trip to the doctor’s office. (If your
symptoms persist for more than a few days,
however, you definitely Should pay your
doctor a visit).
The first thing that you should make a
priority is rest. There is no Way you can
feel better without taking it easy for a couple
days. No, you shouldn’t miss classes for a
week and say that a writer from The Montclarion told you it was okay. But you also
can’t force your body to work when you are
physically run down. Relax in whatever
ways you like. You can read, watch trashy
talk shows all day, talk on the phone, what
ever. Just don’t force exerting yourself if
you have a fever or truly feel terrible.
So you are now at home or in your dorm
room resting for the day. What else should
you do? Like Mom always said, drink lots
of fluids. Juice, water and chicken soup are
good examples. Beer is not. It is not a good
idea to sit on the couch and drink beer all
day and consider that resting and getting
enough fluids. Alcohol will déhydrate you
and make, you feel even worse. So to all the
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party girls and boys, there will be plenty of
time for that when you recover.
If you have a sore throat, there is a great
way to feel better fast. No, it isn’t cough
syrup, but salt water. Gargling with salt
water will instantly soothe your throat and
has been proven to reduce swelling on the
tissues. Mix one teaspoon of salt to a tall
glass of warm water and you have an in
stant remedy. Trust me, this really works.
I’ve recently tried it and it works wonders.
If you smoke, however, it won’t, so lay off
the butts for a while.
Eating certain foods can also help get
rid of your cold faster. The book Thera
peutic Prescriptions fo r Healing states that
eating foods containing hot peppers, curry,
or chili powder can help unplug a stuffy
nose. However, this does not mean you will
feel better if you join your friends at a Mexi
can restaurant, eat nachos and drink
maigaritas. Cough drops containing zinc are
also a great way to open up your sinuses
and reduce sneezing. Garlic also helps your
cold; as it has been proven to boost the im
mune system. Although it will not help your
love life, you shouldn’t be kissing people if
you’re sick anyway, so eat up.
Vitamin C has also been medically
proven to reduce cold symptoms. If you’re
sick of drinking orange juice all day, you
can take tablets that will provide you with
more than enough vitamin C to help you feel
better in no time. Nancy Ellson, nurse prac
titioner at the MSU Health Center, said it is
not dangerous to take too much vitamin C.
She recommends about 1,000 milligrams of
vitamin C a day to help boost the immune
system. You can also take it daily to help
prevent colds in the future.
So you are now prepared to fight a cold
as soon as you get one. If you already are
suffering from one, these tips will help you
get back to your classes in no time.

Free HIV Testing, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Health and Wellness
| Center, Blanton Hall
______________ __
International Students Organization, 12:30-1 p.m. SC 416
Enlightened Eating, 3:30-4:30 p.m. BL Hall
Four Walls Meeting, 4 p.m. SC 121
Conservation Club Meeting, 4:15 p.rri. SC 104
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. SC 412
Phi Sigma Sigma sisterhood event, 9 p.m. SC Cafe
Say Happy Birthday to all of your Aquarius friends!!!

"STAY ALERT " S T A Y ALIVE”

SELF-DEFENSEPROGRAM
SPONSORED BY THE MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

OPEN TO ALL MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF.

• Theta Xi rush football game, 1 p.m. SC Quad
• Watch the Superbowl game!!!
• Theta Xi rush Superbowl party, 5 p.m. SC
revolving doors__________________________

FREE OF CHARGE!
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT!
CLASSES MEET MONDAYS, 6:30 PM to 8:00 PM.
BEGINING FEBRUARY 1st AND RUN THROUGH MARCH 29th.
LOCATION: RUSS HALL, KOPPS LOUNGE

PRE-REGISTRATION IS PERFERRED.
COMPLETE AND RETURN THE FORM BELOW TO:
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
ATTN: LIEUTENANT PAUL CELL
655-5123

STAY ALERT - STAY ALIVE REGISTRATION FORM
NAME

__________________________________ _ PHONE / EXT____

ADDRESS ______________________________________ _

Narcotics Anonymous, 3:30-4:30 p.m. BLHall
Muslim Students Organization, 4 p.m. SC 417
• NAACP meeting/ study hall, 7 p.m. SC Cafe C
• Sigma Sigma Sigma Rush Event - 7 p.m. SC Revolving
doors.

• Free HIV Testing, 12-5 p.m. Health and Wellness Center,
Blanton Hall ___________
LASO Meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
• Alcoholics Anonymous, 3:30-4:30 p.m. Health and Wellness
Center, Blanton Hall
________________________
» Players meeting, 6 p.m. SC 126
• Theta Xi rush mixer, 9 p.m. SC revolving doors
• Sigma Sigma Sigma Rush Event - 7 p.m. SC doors.
~
• Commuter Breakfast, 8:30 a.m. SC 104
• Free Pool, 12-2 p.m. SC Game Room
• Double Helix, Molecular/ Biology Club Meeting, 4 p.m.
MA 258 ___ ________________________
___
• Sigma Sigma Sigma Rush Event - 7 p.m. SC Revolving
doors.
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Superbowl XXXIII: it is not There is life beyond footballjust about football anymore
By Carolyn Velchik

Feature Editor

By Vanessa Benfatto
Staff Writer

S

hut up and %#$@ *&!!!!” screams the
obsessed football fan, afe a vital ele
ment to the game is being played. As
the fan clutches his beer mug, he rants and
raves at the players on television, while
punching the air emphatically. Then, squeez
ing the arm rest, he leans forward, intent on
the action while grabbing another pizza
slice.
The last weekend of every January
brings a barrage of enthusiasm for football
fans everywhere ih the US with the 250 mil
lion dollar economic impact of this year’s
Superbowl XXXIII game. The Denver
Broncos are at it again, and this time their
rival is the Atlanta Falcons. Taking place in
the Pro Player Stadium in Miami, Florida,
the game is to be covered in 180 countries
and is expected to have over 800 million
households viewing. Does it seem to be too
hyped?
It isn’t just football anymore, it’s, “...a
great place for new ideas, new commercials,
and new previews to the movies coming out

this summer,” relays new student David
Preston.
Marketing major Jordan Yanco admits
to watching the Superbowl solely for its
commercial entertainment. Remember last
year’s talking lizards? The creative commer
cialism has only begun to open up new doors
for all forms of business and entertainment.
With Cher singing the National Anthem and
Stevie Wonder and Gloria Estefan singing
during half time, it is bound to be interest
ing for many.
Of course, football and/or its commer
cials are not for everyone. If you don’t want
to watch the football teams contend for a
$ 10,000 Vince Lombardi Trophy while pos
sibly drinking beer, eating chips, pizza, subs
and an array of other junk foods, then you
can make your own party. As Jennifer
Bemdt suggests, “go play pool, go watch
movies, go to bars, or just hang out.” If the
weather permits it, “casually trek into the
city.” A few students said that “if you get
plastered enough you can enjoy anything.”
Just remember that every country has its
own sport, like Spain’s bull fighting, and it
only comes once a year.

O

n Sunday, Jan. 31, most Ameri
cans will be tuned into the
Superbowl. It is the biggest foot
ball event of the year, where the bets are
placed and couches are filled with people
anticipating a win for their chosen team. Al
though Superbowl parties will be marking
the calendars, there is life beyond this foot
ball game.
For all of those people out there who
have a partner who will be glued to a game
that you are completely uninterested in, here
are some suggestions. Go rent that movie
that you have wanted to see for the past few
months. You know, the one your partner has
been against seeing because of all of the
action scenes. There probably won’t be a
line in the video store and now you can
watch the movie in comfort, instead of be
ing interrupted by endless complaints.
Go shopping in peace. Finally, there will
be no lines and no harassing comments com
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t’s 4 p.m. and there you are running to
the couch to get your prime seat. You
jump up and stand proud while the Na
tional Anthem is sung. When finished, you
scream for joy, as that is the sign for the
beginning of Superbowl XXXIII. Suddenly
your stomach growls in the middle of the
first quarter and you realize you have no
food!!! Do you get up or leave your tummy
on empty?
Before this happens to you, make sure
you are prepared. A quick snack idea is
Nacho Cheesier. Place a cup of salsa and a
cup o f diced cheddar cheese in a

ing from your significant other to hurry up.
You can take your time and enjoy spending
your money, or your partners.
Then we have those single people who
don’t even know or care what the Superbowl
is. Hop on the computer. Click into a chat
room and meet someone who is as equally
uninterested in watching the game. Maybe
you will find your true love!
Go out to a club or bar, not a sports bar.
Most likely the only people who will be
around places like this will be those who
don’t care about football.
For all, spend some time pampering
yourself. Take a hot bath or read a book.
Listen to soft music or have a glass of cham
pagne.
Work on any unfinished projects. Fix
that motor in your car or take the dog for a
walk. Catch up with an old friend or email a
new one.
Whatever you do, don’t sit around look
ing at a game that you hate. Go out and do
something. Keep in mind, there is life be
yond football.

...or is there?
microwaveable container. Heat on high un
til the cheese melts. Stir, and you have a
great tasting dip for nachos.
For those health conscience people,
make a fruit salad. Just cut up your favorite
fruit and place into a bowl. Use lowfat yo
gurt with granola mixed in for a dip.
If worse comes to worse, order out.
Pizza, Chinese and most commonly, subs.
Don’t forget the beverages and you are set
to go for the big game with no interruptions.

Matthew Marino
Killed by a drunk driver
on September 29, 1992
on Roundtree Lane
in Melville, New York.

friends don't let friends drive drunk
“M y daughter, Regina, suffered a cerebral aneurysm. She was 35 years
old at the time. There was nothing the doctors could do. We had discussed
organ and tissue donation together as a family and Regina told us she
wanted to become a donor. I miss Regina veiy (~ )rp n ri
much, but every day I find comfort in knowing ----- 5 ----------------------I did what she wanted.”

Share your life. Share your decision?

For a free brochure about Organ &Tissue Donation,
call 1-800-355-SHARE.

Coalition on Donation

U.S. Department o f Transportation
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M IN D O V E R M A TTE R
By Dr. Susan Herman

By Dr. R ot Gilbert

Controlling your anger

A Superbowl football fantasy

part 2
nger is a normal and, at times,
healthy emotion. But when it gets
out of control and turns destructive,
it can lead to problems: problems at school,
at work, in your personal relationships and
in the overall quality of your life. It can
make you feel as though you are riding a
horse at breakneck speed and are out of con
trol.
Letting anger out uncontrollably actu
ally escalates anger and aggression and does
nothing to help you (or the person you are
angry with) resolve the situation. It is best
to find out what it is that triggers your an
ger and then to develop strategies to keep •
those triggers from pushing you over the
edge.
STRATEGIES FOR CONTROLLING
YOUR ANGER
Relaxation
Simple relaxation tools such as deep
breathing and relaxing imagery can help
calm down angry feelings. Some simple
relaxation techniques are:
1- Breathe deeply, from your diaphragm;
breathing from your chest (shallow breath
ing) won’t help you. Picture your breath
coming from your “gut.”
2- Slowly repeat a calm word or phrase,
such as “relax,” “take it easy.” Repeat it to
yourself while breathing deeply.
3- Use imagery; visualize a relaxing ex
perience, from either your memory or your
imagination.
4- Non-strenuous, slow yoga-like exer
cises can relax your muscles and make you
feel much calmer.
Practice these techniques daily. Learn
to use them automatically when you’re in a
tense situation.
Cognitive Restructuring
This means changing the way you think.
Angry people tend to swear or speak in
highly colorful terms that reflect their inner
thoughts. When you are angry, your think
ing can get very exaggerated and overly dra
matic. Try replacing these thoughts with

A

more rational ones. For instance, instead of
telling yourself, “oh, it’s awful, everything
is ruined,” tell yourself, “it’s frustrating, but
it’s not the end of the world and getting an
gry is not going to fix it anyway.” Be espe
cially careful about words like always or
never when talking about yourself or some
one else. “This machine never works.” Or
“you’re always forgetting things” are not just
inaccurate, they also serve to made you feel
that your anger is justified and that there is
no way to solve the problem. They also
alienate and humiliate people who might
otherwise be willing to work with you on a
solution.
For example, you have a friend who is
constantly late when you make plans to
meet. Don’t go on the attack. That will
make it unlikely you can resolve the prob
lem and will only alienate your friend. The
goal you want to accomplish is to get you
and your friend there at the same time. So
avoid saying things like, “You’re the most
irresponsible, inconsiderate person I have
ever met!” That can only hurt and anger
your friend.
State what the problem is. Try to find a solution that works for both of you. Or set
the meeting half an hour earlier so that you
friend will in fact get there on time. Either
way, the problem is solved and the friend
ship is not damaged.
Logic defeats anger, because anger, even
when it is justified, can quickly become ir
rational. USE HARD LOGIC ON YOUR
SELF. Remind yourself that the world is
not “out to get you,” you are just experienc
ing some of the rough spots of daily life.
Do this each time you feel anger getting
the best of you, and it will help you get a
more balanced perspective.
This is such an important topic and there
are so many strategies that can help you that
I invite you to stay tuned for PART III.
EVEN MORE STRATEGIES FOR CON
TROLLING YOUR ANGER

The Finance Column
By Rob Spiotti
Staff Writer
ast week was a hard and bumpy ride
for the stock market but hopefully
! this week should show gains. There
were a few essential forces driving the mar
ket including Brazils economic problems
and many earnings are coming out this
week. The Dow Jones fell over one hun
dred points on Friday and closed at 9120.
Also the NASDAQ showed a small drop of
five points to 2337 along with the Standard
and Poor 500 at 1225.
One interesting trend in the market re
cently is that although many company’s
earnings are better than expected thier prices
have fallen. This can possibly be explained
by money managers looking to sell. An
other suggestion is that although these com
panies surpassed expectations many esti
mates had predicted even higher earnings.
In general terms, they did fine but not as
good as expected.
In this volatile market picking a stock
can be tricky. The recent expansion has
been generally broad, but certain sectors
have easily outperformed others. An im-
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STOP!
DON’T SW ALLOW THAT CONDOM .
Save up to 70% on travel,
And no nervous fooling In your stomach
when you go through Customs.

www.go4 leM.com/student

portant thing to remember is that it can be
difficult and expensive trying to find a won
der stock that will go up twenty points in a
day. The investor with patience has a greater
chance of making money. The fundamen
tals of a company are very important and
should be considered before purchasing. As
long as these do not change although the
stock may stumble it most likely will return
to its true value.

I

n the National Football League this past DOWN!
On television, the whole country re
season several games were determined
viewed
the play from every possible angle
by mistakes made by the officials. Imag
looking
for a dropped ball and a missed call.
ine the controversy if the following scenario
The
officials
conferred. Everyone waited.
ever happened in the Super Bowl...
TOUCHDOWN!
The crowd went even cra
It was their last play. With just three sec
zier.
onds left in the Super Bowl, they were los
Then the receiver, with the ball still
ing by five points and had the ball on their
cradled
in his arms, hurriedly fought his way
opponent’s eleven yard line.
The quarterback took the snap and through the mob to the officials. He spoke
quickly dropped back and rifled the ball to to the referee, whose microphone was inad
the back of the end zone. The ball was low. vertently left on, “Ref, I dropped the ball.
The receiver dove. As he hit the ground he There was no touchdown.”
Everybody heard him. The celebrating
immediately was buried by thrde defenders.
The referee shot his arms into the air. stopped. The arguing ceased. Even the an
TOUCHDOWN! He was mimicked by the nouncers sat in stunned silence. The offi
offensive players who were running wild cials conferred. The crowd was totally still...
This is a fantasy. It won’t happen in the
with their arms raised in victory. The re
Super
Bowl. It also won’t happen at any
ceiver was adomingly mobbed by his team
professional,
college, high school or even
mates while the defenders raced to the ref
Pop
Warner
game.
eree and vehemently argued that the ball was
Too bad. m
dropped. The crowd went crazy. TOUCH
To hear Dr. Gilbert’s motivational messages, call Success Hotline at (973) 7434690.

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
You love me,
and I love you???
Think you can be more
poetic? Then hand in a line
for the sweetheart in your life
for the Valentine’s Day
personal ads. Bring it to The
Montclarion office Student
Center Annex room
113 by Monday,
Feb. 8 at 3 p.m.

MCAT

The
is about
to get a lot easier.

r

Princeton Review students know how to tackle the
MCAT. After all, between extensive classroom
instruction, testing, clinics and free live extra help, they
spend over 120 hours preparing for the exam! Call
today to find out how The Princeton Review has helped
aspiring medical school students raise their scores an
average of 8 points on the MCAT.
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(609)683-0082

www.review.com
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

Classes for the April 99 MCAT
Are Starting Nowl
Don’t Miss Outl Call Today!
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Arts & Entertainm ent
University Gallery displays award winning art
Vol. 78 No. 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ January 28, 1999

By Victoria Tengelics
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Staff Writer

M

ontclair State University, along
with First Union National Bank,
is sponsored the 1999 New Jer
sey Regional Scholastic Art Awards. Award
winning pieces are being exhibited in both
the University Gallery and Gallery One un
til Feb. 12. Dorothy Heard of the Fine Arts
Department at MSU, who served as coordi
nator for the program, explained that the
purpose of the awards program is to “rec
ognize the artistic talents of young students
in grades seven through twelve and their
teachers as well.. .to celebrate what they are
doing and to encourage them to continue.”
New Jersey students in grades seven
through twelve competed for a chance to be
entered in the national competition. The
winners are grouped into three categories:
gold, silver and honorable mention. Those
entries receiving the gold award will be for
warded to New York where they will be
judged against entries from students across
the country. The students will be eligible
for scholarships as well as cash awards.
The panel of seven judges made up of
professional artists from New Jersey and
New York had to choose from over 400
pieces of artwork which were submitted.
They received help from MSU students who
sorted the entries for the judges and who
will help package the entries to be shipped
back to students after the exhibit is over. The
students will also hand out awards at the
1999 New Jersey Regional Scholastic Art
Awards ceremony being held on Feb. 6,
1999 in the Student Center Ballrooms.
The exhibit itself is very impres
sive. A variety of mediums are used rang
ing from painting and sculpture to photo
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The work of local scholars hangs in The University Gallery waiting to be judged in the Scholastic Art Awards.

graphs. The pieces are not hung according
to any winning category and the winners
have not yet been posted. Some of the
pieces tackle very emotional issues and are
quite moving, such as one submitted by
Annie Reeds of New Providence High
School about the Holocaust. Other pieces
combine art work with literature. There
were many paintings of people that brought

Wu-Tang Clan Running Guns?: Members of the rap group Wu-Tang Clan
are suspects in a federal gun running probe. According to the New York Post,
police and federal law-enforcement officials are working hard at linking the
Staten Island-based group to the small steel town of Steubenville, Ohio. Sources
say that the town is near a rural compound where the band regularly goes shoot
ing and the home of producer RZA. Officials said the band is suspected of
hiring friends to buy weapons in Ohio and bring them back to New York. Walter
Free, a manager of the nine-member group, was arrested on federal gun charges
stemming from the year-long probe. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire
arms and federal prosecutors refused to confirm or deny that Wu-Tang Clan is
under investigation, but they did say that the investigation was as a result of two
murders. The victims were friends of band members. The weapons used in the
killings were traced back to Steubenville. Officials at Wu-Tang’s label had no
comment, but Peter Frankel, who represents four of the group members, of
fered, “The investigation doesn’t make sense to me. They’re not in a position
where they need the money.” 01’ Dirty Bastard, one of Frankel’s clients, was
recently charged in a gun case where he allegedly exchanged gunfire with po
lice during a traffic stop, although police have not found the gun.
Rage over Abu-Jamal concert: Rage Against The Machine’s concert to
night has had such hard opposition by the media and even New Jersey Gover
nor Christie Whitman. The New York Times reported that Whitman called the
event despicable” and has urged fans not to attend the concert. New York radio
station WXRK-NY has even gone so far as to apologize for promoting the
event. Morning talk show giant Howard Stern has bashed both the bands and
Abu-Jamal for throwing such a concert. Abu-Jamal has been on death row
since 1981 for killing a police officer despite appeals by many international
human-rights groups. One of these groups includes Amnesty International, who
has urged a new trial, citing witness tampering, suppressed evidence, and a
racially biased judge and jury. Rage’s guitarist Tom Morello said he feels that
police groups have a right to be upset about a death of one of their own, but also
added that the concert is about getting Abu-Jamal a new and fair trial. “The
thing that’s hiost disturbing about the Mumia case is really.. .that any rational
person who examines the evidence can see that he didn’t get a fair trial, regard
less of what you think of the death penalty, regardless of what you think of his
revolutionary politics. The total disturbing thing is they don’t care! ‘F him, just
kill the guy! ’” Proceeds from the show go to the International Concerned Fam
ily and Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal.

the features of the subjects to life.
Only a few sculptures are shown. One
work in particular, entered by 13-year-old
Jennifer Biro, caught my eye." Her sculp
ture of a brightly colored dragon is impres
sive for someone her age. There are some
pieces which are enlightening. One such
piece that comes to mind is by Denise Sarkor
of Our Lady Help of Christians. It portrays
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a forest scene in all black and white with
the exception of a wilted red rose on the side
of the forest path. It is eerie yet beautiful at
the same time.
The exhibit will run in both galleries
until Feb. 12, 1999. All community mem
bers should exercise the opportunity to
check out the talent that is blossoming in
our state.

Boyz II Men first to move to Universal: The major changes at Universal
Music Group, as reported last week, has caused many artists to leave their long
time music labels for Universal. Long time Motown Records artists Boyz II
Men have made the switch over to Universal. Motown has suffered a hard
blow due to this Universal/Polygram merger. 98 Degrees, the young pop sen
sation reminiscent to New Kids On The Block, have also decided to move'
over to Universal. Several hundred groups will lose their label deals in the near
future so the move is beginning.
Homer, Bart and Bruce?: Neither the band nor the show is confirming it
yet, but it seems Bruce Springsteen’s reunion tour with the E Street Band
will be the subject of the season finale of The Simpsons. Springsteen has report
edly taped his lines for the show. The plot finds the band in a new amphitheater
built by Mr. Bums. Saxman Clarence Clemons apparently suffers a bad expe
rience with the amphitheater nachos and Springsteen calls on Lisa Simpson to
fill in. Look for the episode in May.
Porno Sound: With the scandalous videos featuring rockers like Brett
Michaels and Tommy Lee causing such a stir, there seems to be a connection
between rock music and the porno industry. Several high profile adult film
stars have decided that if rockers can make adult films, then the reverse should
also be true. The result is the forthcoming album Porn to Rock. It features
performers like Candye Kane, Hyapatia Lee and Nina Wett performing songs
with names like “Drink Beer and F**k.” The album is due in stores this week.
“Superman” - Not an R.E.M. Song: Throughout their career, R.E.M. has
made a point of never allowing their songs to be used in commercials. When a
new Lotus Notes commercial started airing on TV using the song “Superman,”
a number of fans begain crying “sell-outs.” At least 50 fans called to complain
to the band’s management. “Superman” appeared on their 1986 album Life’s
Rich Pagent. It was originally recorded by an obscure 60s band called Clique,
therefore the copyright is not in R.E.M.’s hands.
Walk Like an Egyptian: The chick group The Bangles are planning a
return. The lead singer/guitarist Susanna Hoffs, drummer Debbie Peterson
and her sister Vicki have been rehearsing and writing songs together. They do
say that there will not be a reunion until bassist Michael Steele joins them, or at
least endorses the reunion.
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G o l d e n G l o b e s ‘9 9
Best Director
Steven Spielburg, Saving
Private Ryan

Compiled By Lynette Surie
Arts Editor

By JoiTia Sullivan
Staff Writer

MOVIE AWARDS
Best Screenplay
Marc Norman and Tom
Stoppard, Shakespeare in Love

Best Picture. Drama
Saving Private Ryan

Best Original Score
Burkhard Dallwitz and Phillip
Glass, The Truman Show

Best Actress. Drama
Cate Blanchett, Elizabeth
Best Actor. Drama
Jim Carrey, The Truman Show
Best Picture. M usical/Comedv
Shakespeare in Love
Best Actress. M usical/Comedv
Gwyneth Paltrow, Shakespeare
in Love
Best Actor. M usical/Comedv
Michael Caine, Little Voice

Best Original Song
“The Prayer” from “Quest For
Camelot: The Magic Sword,”
music and lyrics by David
Foster and Carole Bayer Sager

TELEVISION AWARDS
Best TV Series. Drama
“The Practice”
Best Actress. Drama series
Keri Russell, “Felicity”

Best Picture. Foreign
Central Station
Best Supporting Actress. Drama
Lynn Redgrave, Gods and
M onsters
Rest Supporting Actor, Drama
Ed Harris, The Trum an Show

Best Actor. Drama series
Dylan McDermott, “The
Practice”
Best M usical/Comedv Series
“Ally M cBeal”
SEE GOLDEN GLOBES ON P. 11

On my radio
this week:

$W ff TO SCOOBY
Thurs, Jan. 28
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hat’s the deal. Montclair? I am
back with a recap of the slam
ming end to 1998 and the hot
test start of 1999. The hype over the ap
proaching new millenium and the end of the
world as we know it has set off an expan
sion of hip-hop all over. Artists have not
only begun to expand the hip-hop culture
musically, but many have started indepen
dent labels, made movie appearances,
opened businesses and developed their own
production teams.
1998 ended with the release of the highly
anticipated album “Flesh of My ¡Flesh,
Blood of My Blood” from DMX. Only
seven months after his prior album “It’s
Dark and Hell Is Hot” did he drop his sopho
more album. The beats are pbat on the al
bum, but some of the rhymes and some of
the hooks are wack.
DMX made it a point on every track to
talk about his writing skills, his private part
and the girls he has ran through on “Flesh
of My Flesh” Unlike his first album where
he showed his skills and left his wee-wee
out of it, “Flesh of My Flesh” is not really
that hitting. Although there are a few hot
cuts, such as the joint effort with Mary J.
Blige and the hot track he did with Jay-Z
and the Lox. All and all he should have
added a little thinking into his waiting. DMX
is hot right now only because' he has phat
production team who hooks up his beats. I
give him another year!
Def Jam had a successful year. With
the release of Method Man’s “Judgement

Day,” Redman’s “Doc’s the Name,” JayZ’s “Hard Knock Life,” Clue’ s “The Pro
fessional,” the “Belly” soundtrack and oth
ers, Def Jam Record Company is making
its way to the top (next to the NO LIMIT
camp).
Def Jam has been in the news with other
matters. Displeased with the way their re
lationship with Def Jam has progressed,
Public Enemy has left Def Jam and is said
to be starting their own label. The release
of their next album is said to happen via the
Internet. Look out for that.
Well, the over hype of Foxxy Brown’s
“Chyna Doll” album is finally over and the
CDs are out. With her style of dress, rhyme
and talk, you can say she sounds, and acts
just like Lil’ Kim. Foxxy’s album features
many people, including Jay-Z, DMX,
Noreaga, Mya, Gangsta Boo, Juvenile,
Mia X, and others. Her rhymes are too fa
miliar. Nothing has changed from the re
lease of her first album “111 Na-Na” three
years ago to the unanticipated release of
Chyna Doll. I can say this, she did hook up
with a good production team that helped
some, but maybe they should have put her
on a diet or put her in the gym before they
taped her first single “Hot Spot” video.
The “Hard Knock Life” tour featuring
Jay-Z, Redman, Method Man and DMX,
among others, will kick off in NC on Feb.
27. Tickets go on sale for the shows in this
area on Friday.
New albums are to be released from
Blackmoon, The Roots, Nas, Krs-One,
RZA, Enimen, Slick Rick and others so be
sure to check for these in February.
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9. M yndcrukz - Remember Tha Face
10. Buckshot, 5Ft, & Evil Dee - Showdown f Q-Tip

Haze - WMSC 90.3
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Syrva on a “Q uest”
By Paul Lewiarz
Assistant Sports Editor
yrva’s “The Quest” is a very surreal
outtake of music very well put to
gether and played just the same.
Syrva has been able to make a deep and
lasting sound which is at times, very unique
and at tim es a cross betw een Dave
Matthews Band and The Cu.re. Syrva T.
Adler’s vocals resonate strongly throughout
the recording and with great authority. He
can definitely get his point across with great
accuracy and deep poignancy. G rant
Grueninger does a good job on keyboards
and piano. The whole recording plays well
and is consistent from beginning to end.
Songs like “Mystica” and “Fade” support
the bands heavy minded vocalizations and
are generally more heavier thaii “Shattered”
and “Drift” which are a little lighter. All in
all, the band does a good job balancing both
light and heavy songs to create a package
which is both appealing and entertaining.
The eclectic quality of the album toward
the end does a good job at mixing the style
of music and is both good to hear and a
pleasant surprise. “Drift” captures the eclec
tic quality in the best way as the song im
mediately takes you into its style and depth.
Syrva is not a group for everyone, a deep
and intelligent understanding of music is
needed to appreciate all its many facets. On
the other hand, it is also a laid back band
which you can put into your CD player, press
play, sit back and listen away. Needless to
say, Syrva’s “The Quest” is just for this pur
pose. When you think the next song will be
lighter, it’s heavier and vice versa. Syrva
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leaves the listener guessing and asking ques
tions about his music.
Pierre A. Leeman does an excellent job
on drums and Geoff Hartman compliments
him with his blistering bass playing. These
guys sure know their music and they play
very well, not missing a beat. The band
evens out “The Quest” with “Palace of
Dreams” and “No Follow Through” which
are the two last songs on the CD. These
songs end the recording and the quest is
through. And it really is a quest as the songs
ask fundamental questions about faith, in
nocence and purity. There are two songs
which particularly stand out. They are “One
Step” which is about finding yourself in the
world and “The Quest” which is a song
about the whole CD.
All these songs are very inspirational and
warm when you stop and listen to the deep
and momentous lyrics. Syrva vocalizes lyr
ics like, “Now the quest is over. I found
what I was searching for. It was right here
inside of me,” and “Inside angels in the
snow, moonlit dinners, candle light, we skate
across the ice side by side.” Love and the
search for self is what Syrva’s newest al
bum is about. They have traveled these wa
ters perilously and with great courage. They
have created a fine piece of music which
livens the soul and evokes thought about
issues which are deeply engraved in the
songs they sing. In a musically inclined
world where artists rarely stay true to them
selves and always sell out, Syrva has done
a good job and has always remembered why
it is they do what they do. The answer is
simple, to make cool music which they can
be proud of.
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. EVERY WEDNESDAY •
The cover o f Syrva’s latest album The Quest.

5 0 cen t Drafts, $2.°° Sol, $2.°° Jag er

SU PER SO N IC SOUND! SUBTERRANEAN GROOVES!
• EVERY THURSDAY •

MtJTVJE SJBO VTSf
& *2.°° IMPORT PINTS
• FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS •
$1.00 Bar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till 11:00 pm
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix

Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave.
Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights &
make a left. (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light, make a
right onto Broadway. Loop in on right.
3 7 3 BROADWAY PASSA/C PA R K A/J 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7
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Best Actress. M usical/Comedv
Series
Jenna Elfman, “Darma and
Greg”
Best Actor. M usical/Comedv
Series
Michael J. Fox, “ Spin C ity”
Best M iniseries or TV Movie
“From the Earth to the Moon”
Best Actress. M iniseries/TV
Movie
Angelina Jolie, “G ia”

Best Actor. M iniseries/Tv M ovie
Stanley Tucci, “W inched”
Best Supporting Actress. Series.
M iniseries, or TV M ovie
I
TIE: Faye Dunaway, “G ia,” and
Camryn Manheim, “The
:
Practice”
;
Best Supporting Actor. Series.
M iniseries, or Tv M ovie
TIE: Don Cheadle, “The Rat
Pack,” and Gregory Peck,
“ M oby D ick”
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@ 08) 688-0100
www.summitbank.com
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BANK
Member o f th e Sum m it Bancorp

Please call our “Voice Box“ system 24 hrs, 7 days/week, and
use Box #4400 for the positions below.

• P T T e lle rs
Glen Ridge, West Caldwell, Montclair
W hen you join the Summit family, you will receive an attrac
tive salary, a comprehensive benefits package and more than
enough room for substantial growth. E O E M/F/D/V
"Voice Box" is a registered trademark of VOICE BOX SYSTEMS, Inc.

EMS MSU NEEDS YOU!
Montclair State Emergency Medical Services is looking for
EM T’s to complete the duty roster for the spring semester. W e
are hoping that old members who volunteered and helped us
provide this essential service during the fall will stop in or call the
EMS office ASAP. W e are also looking for new individuals who
are experienced EM T’s to get involved as memebers and in
leadership roles. This is a great opportunity to gain practical,
hands on allied health experience. The SG A & the MSU Adminis
tration are committed to this valuable service.
•
If you are interested, please call 655-7836 or 7840, or stop in our
offices in the SC Annex room 105. You may also call John Davis,
staff advisor at 655-5250.

FEBRUARY 16
ICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE RECREATION CENTER BOX OFFICE. THRU ’ ' V
OUTLETS
OWER RECORDS • HMV RECORD STORES • SCOTTFS RECORDS • SELECT RITE A ID STORES)
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La st chance
for bids!

Don't miss your chance to rush MSU’s top fraternity! W Ë È
Ä I I P IP l
Call Dave at 655-4785fo r more info today!■ '' '' ' rs '
|§ |T h e t a Xi National Fraternity: “The B en ch m a rk o f B ro th e rh o o d
Theta Xi National Fraternity is a class four organization of the SGA
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more splitting
headaches/

Free AT&T Call O rganizer5” Service.
Say good-bye to thé hassle of splitting phone bills between
roommates* Plus, enjoy 10^ a minute calls and get 100
FREE minutes.
Live o ff cam pus? G e t FREE A T & T C a ll O rg a n iz e r S e rvice .
W ho says breaking up is hard to do. W ith our free AT&T
100
Call Organizer Service, we divide your monthly bill by
FREE
roommate.* So you’ll know who made what call when.
A T & T O n e R ate* O ff Peak*: N ow you can stay in touch for
the low price o f \0<f. a minute, from 7pm -7am weekdays and all
weekend long. 25^ a minute all other times. And there’s no monthly
fee* W hat a relief! You and your roommates w ill love how AT&T
makes your life easier.
S ig n u p n o w a n d g e t 100 FR EE m in u te s .*

V isit www.att.com/college
o r call I 800 654-0471 and mention offer code 66114.

I t ’s

all

w ith in

your

reach.®

Stuff our lawyers make us say: ‘ Terms and conditions apply. A $3 monthly minimum usage charge will apply. Subject to billing availability. 100 free minute offer based on becoming a new AT&T Residential Long
Distance customer and selecting the AT&T One Rate* Plus Plan o r AT&T One Rate® O ff Peak Plan Offer expires 2/15/99. Call for details. ©1999 AT&T
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OPINION

MAIN EDITORIAL
Would you ever consider
paying for a term paper?
How much would you
pay for an A?
I would never consider paying for a term paper. If a
student finds himself or herself in trouble with much
work, he or she should find positive alternate ways to
solve the problem. The better person is the one who
gives it their all despite the circumstances. As a student,
I know that most of us strive to achieve an A in all of
our classes. I would rather work hard for a B or a C than
to pay for an A that I did not earn.

Mark Sa, No major given
I consider myself to be an honest person and stu
dent: a person who" would never pay for a term paper.
There is no price on education, and neither should there
be qn a term paper.

Denece Di Gioia, Undeclared
I would never consider paying for a term paper. The
reason 1 am in college is to further my education and by
paying someone to do my work I am not learning, but
cheating myself.

Roxanne DeBiase, Undeclared
I would like to think that I would never have to re
sult to something like “cheating” under any circum
stance. However, I think that if 1 had very little or no
time to finish a paper, then I would probably pay for a
paper. I would have to be placed in a dire circumstance
to even consider cheating, but I am human, therefore
the quick fix remains desirable.

Anthony Vlsco, English
'>

Q uestion o f the W eek:

Do you think that the problems
sewage in Blanton Hall are
being handled properly?
Let your voice be heard!
Call 655-7616 o r e-mail
V ellucciJ@ alpha.m ontclair.edu
to respond.
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WMSC Closed Indefinately:
Thank You, Administrative Negligence
Dean of Students Helen Matusow-Ayres recently stated that the long-overdue Emergency Alert System, delivered
in 1996, will finally be installed at WMSC, this university’s radio station, on Saturday and $20,000 “has been set
aside to do all the renovations and repairs” that the station has been filing requests for throughout the last four years.
Why, all of a sudden, the change of heart? Three little letters and one big problem: F - C - C.
The Federal Communications Commission visited MSU on Monday and, after setting foot in the Student Center
Annex, asked that WMSC’s transmitter be shut down, running through a potential laundry list of violations and
calling into question the failing health of the station. As the music faded, all fingers pointed toward Dean Helen and
the department of Student Development and Campus Life.
Though Dean Helen claims to have only known of WMSC’s requests for assistance for “a year and a half,” a long
line of administrators have held meetings with the station’s executive board in the lasf four years and almost nothing
has been done. Dean Wilcox, Karen Pennington, Vice President of Student Development and Campus Life, Curtis
Jackson, former Executive Assistant to Pennington, and Louis Jackson, as well as Dean Helen, are among those who
have tabled and cold-shouldered the station’s requests or aided in complicating the issue.
The fact of the matter is that schools are often judged, by the public at laige and, more importantly, by potential
student applicants, by organizations such as a campus radio station. Seton Hall University is renowned for possessing
one of the finest college radio stations in the nation and their pool of applicants reflect just that: students involved and
interested in radio broadcasting have to wait for significant lengths of time before even hearing their voice over the
airwaves. Now, indefinitely, MSU is a university without a radio station to call its own and nobody is more at fault
and, finally, more in the spotlight, than negligent administrators.
When Bell Atlantic cut a remote wire near the N-PTransit line running next to campus, the administration did not
pay to have it replaced. For years, the station has had no chief engineer. Finally, in August, the university signed a
contract with Steve Pepe, a technician, to begin repairing much of the station’s ailing and aging equipment. He has
worked for over four months and has not been paid. Two weeks ago, when a column appeared in the opinion section
of this newspaper calling for the administration to seize responsibility and save the station that they are licensed to
maintain, the largest shockwaves were from Louis Anderson, an Assistant to Karen Pennington. He was upset that the
paper printed his salary and recent $3,000 raise. When will these administrators stop ignoring WMSC’s requests,
treat the students who run the station as individuals serving the campus and the surrounding community, and stop
placing blame and responsibility elsewhere? More importantly, what is the answer to the station’s problems?
After the FCC arrived. Dean Helen stated, “1really want to take responsibility for the fact that I have known about
this problem for a long time and I have not been able to solve i t ” She then pointed the finger at the ever-ambiguous
scapegoat of “university bureaucracy” for many of the station’s problems and suggested two ideas to get the station
back on the air - removing funds from the magically-appearing $20,000 which has been allotted for station repairs, or
sending the bill to the SGA and having the fines come out of the station’s budget. Dean Helen, bravo! That’s a
brilliant idea.
Ted Dilorio, WMSC’s General Manager, said that all of the station’s problems could have been rectified years ago
had the administration not constantly brushed them off to the side. Dilorio, like many others, feels that the adminis
tration should accept the fine and acknowledge the error in their dealings with the station. “The fines should be paid
by the people at fault,” said Dilorio, “which is the administration and the Board of Trustees.” When asked why these
problems were not addressed earlier, Dilorio said, “I told them, time and time again, there’s a possibility that this
could happen and today the shit hit the fan.” The issue has never been so clean Fix this mess.
To repeat sentiment expressed in these pages two weeks ago, in an odd bit of foreshadowing, “Until anything is
done about the administrative negligence in dealing with WMSC, this university is one without a properly-run radio
station, a campus where old problems apparently never get fixed.” Dean Helen, the ball is in your hands. We are now
a university without a radio station. Period. Take responsibility, leave WMSC s budget and SGA funds out of the
range of your fingers as you prepare to pay the FCC bill, and learn from your mistakes. It’s about time that the
administration opened its eyes and started to remedy the problems at MSU, whether they’d like to or not.
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• All letters must be typed. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will
not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and phone number or email address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday,
10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to VellucciJ@alpha.montclatr.edu or sent to The
Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Examining the Growing
Dependence on Technology
man of the Senate on The
n the book entitled Literary Life and
Year 2000 Technology
Other Curiosities, revised by Robert
Problem , Bob Bennett,
Hendrickson, there is a section discuss
stated that “ If tonight
ing “Editorial Errors.” The most expensive
when the clock struck mid
error apparently occurred when the Venusnight the calendar flipped
bound U.S. space probe Mariner 1, “re
to December 31, 1999,
sponded erratically” because the program
Christine
large portions of the health
mer left out a comma in the program. The
ZIELINSKI care system would fail.”
issue is not that of assigning blame, but is
Mason Mulholland, of
to raise awareness that such dependence was
the
Co-Intelligence
Institute,
expressed con
placed on the computer. If one simple gram
cern
that
“Without
banking,
everything
matical error could cause an eighteen and a
stops.
Without
power
generation,
everything
half million dollar loss, it is obvious that
technology does not always help people, certainly stops. Shipping would end...coal
which is for what it was intended. Simple and oil would not arrive.”
“Now, this is not one of the summer
errors that cause devastating results as this
are far too common upon consideration of movies where you can close your eyes dur
computers’ increasing role in everyday life. ing the scary parts,” President Clinton said
People have a dangerous dependence on »in a speech about the Y2K problem at the
National Academy of Sciences on July 15,
technology.
Consider a student’s classic example of 1998. Because computers are often the only
technological disappointment: you work un record-keeping devices employed by datetil four o’clock in the morning perfecting a dependent businesses, government agencies,
twenty page research paper due yesterday and hospitals, they have taken for granted
and saved it on a disk only to find that it that their computers are reliable. The Y2K
was dysfunctional. Instead of printing the problem is an issue that has not even wor
paper and relying on old-fashioned ink and ried many business owners because they
paper, you had to reluctantly accept the fact either do not believe the predicted effects
that you’ve taken technology for granted or they do not have the money and time to
and, in turn, lost your work. Even though reprogram their computers.
On a positive note, however, the failure
the loss was not as serious as the off-course
space probe, you placed an important as of computers will demand a return to tradi
signment in the care of an inanimate ma tional, reliable record keeping. As a spe
cies, Homo sapiens are very adaptive. We
chine.
Another famous example of reliance on have managed to survive in the harshest
technology that promises destruction is the conditions and have always invented ways
Year 2000 Problem, or, as it has become to make the survival possible. Homo sapien
popularly known, Y2K. When the year2000 Neanderthals used animal hide not only for
hits, computers will recognize the abbrevia clothing, but also for blankets. Early Homo
tion “00” as either the year 1900 or a mean sapiens constructed huts made of animal
ingless number, and the breakdown of com tusks to survive cold and used the frozen
puters and databases will throw society into ground as refrigeration. Modem Homo sa
chaos. Even though the problem may seem piens use technology to lighten their work
impossible, and may even be attributed to load and to communicate more easily.
If one cultural element fails, however, it
the ravings of apocalypse-fueled visionar
ies, there are many knowledgeable predic is a culture’s nature to change and adapt.
The change may be simple as retyping a re
tions and warnings about the matter.
“The glitch could throw out of whack search paper, reprogramming a space probe,
everything from bank balances to elevator or as drastic as giving pen and paper a sec
maintenance to building security proce ond chance. Even if we are comfortable
dures,” reported Erich Luening of CNET with our dependence on technology, it may
fail. In the end, however, people will be
News on July, 23, 1998.
Utah’s Republican Senator and Chair- fine.
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In Defense of Fraternities

I

am in a fraternity here at Montclair
State University. From that statement
alone, several conclusions can be
drawn. I drink alcohol. I go to many par
ties. I wear fraternity letters. I enjoy hang
ing out with my brothers. But, if you com
plete the stereotype, I am also lazy, un
educated, unmotivated, apathetic and lack
ing any ambition. Nothing could be fur
ther from the truth. I work twenty-five to
thirty hours a week to pay for my own
schooling. I intend to go to graduate
school. I am an editor at The Montclarion
and I made Dean’s List last semester. Why
point this out? The unfortunate truth is
that fraternities are, all too often, portrayed
only as beer-swilling oafs. This is not sug
gesting that Greeks have never done any
thing that might warrant such a label, but
there is more to a fraternity that is not vis
ible to the eyes of an outsider.
How often has the average non-Greek
seen a movie such as Animal House or
picked up a paper and learned that a fra
ternity was held responsible in an alco
hol-related death? And how often has such
a person shrugged and muttered words
like, “Damn frat guys got what they de
served?” Animal House was a very funny
movie, but it was never intended to be
taken seriously. By the same measure, fra
ternities are not orgies of binge drinking
and lust. I know that I cannot speak for
all fraternity men, but, in my experience,
such portraits are not only unfair, but also
uninformed and ignorant I am not quali
fied to paint an accurate picture of life in,
say, South America because I do not live
there. A non-Greek, therefore, is not quali
fied to make a generalization about life in
a fraternity, something about which s/he
knows nothing.
I realize that in the past few months,
fraternities here at Montclair State have
received an undeservedly bad reputation
as well. I urge all who think fraternity
men are dolts to something revolutionary:
ask a man wearing letters what he has ac
complished since his initiation. Chances
are that he has gotten involved in either
his fraternity’s executive board or another
on-campus group. Check out a regular

m ,i ,

.............

meeting of the SGA and
count the num ber of
Greeks who are legisla
tors and officers. Visit
Greek Council and/or
IFC and talk with any of
the
representatives. I’m
Chris
certain they will agree
FINEGAN that Greek life is more
H u m o r I d ilo r
than beer and parties.
Reading the paper? Guess what. The last
three editors-in-chief have been in frater
nities. Count the number of philanthro
pies and on-campus events organized and
sponsored by Greeks. Try to imagine
Homecoming Weekend without Greeks
spending hundreds of hours building floats
and choreographing dances. Lame, isn’t
it?
If that does not sway the reader, I
present these facts of fraternity life:
- All but two U.S. presidents since
1825 have been fraternity men.
- Sixteen U.S. vice presidents have
been fraternity men.
- 63% of the U.S. president’s cabinet
members since 1900 have been fraternity
men.
- 71 % of the men listed in Who’s Who
in America are fraternity members.
- 76% of the U.S. Senators and Rep
resentatives are fraternity members.
- 85% of the U.S. Supreme Court Jus
tices since 1910 have been fraternity men.
- 85% of the Fortune 500 executives
are fraternity members.
- Of the nation’s 50 largest corpora
tions, 43 are headed by fraternity mem
bers.
- 71% of all fraternity men persist to
graduation. Only about 50% of non-fra
ternity members graduate.
Fraternities make mistakes. We are
human. But to suggest that Greeks do
more harm than good is preposterous. Fra
ternities help individuals in their quest to
become better human beings through hard
work, trust, and persistence. An outsider
may question the methods, but results
speak for themselves. Fraternities are a
part of college life, and they should re
main an integral part of this university.

\

Í
Administrdtion must fix malfunctioning fire alarm system in Stone Hall
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing on behalf of the residents of Stone Hall
concerning the issue of our malfunctioning fire alarm sys
tem. During my two years as a resident of this dormitory,
malfunctioning fire alarms, most of which trigger between
the hours of 3:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m., continue to deprive its
residents of sleep. For the most part, these alarms are not a
result of juvenile pranks. They are caused by apparently
malfunctioning equipment. As a result, these alarms con
tinue to ring several times before the system is simply shut
down.
On the morning of Jan. 25, our alarm system experi
enced yet another malfunction and went off at approximately
5:15 a.m. While the fire department was quick to respond,
I found that it was well after 6:00 a.m. before I was able to
salvage what was left of the night.
The alarms, however, did not stop there. There were
two more malfunctions that night and before I knew it, it

simply patch it up as situations arise.
was 7:30 a.m., an hour before I was supposed to get up.
I do not know how long the current system has been in
Knowing that sleep was useless, I went down to
place but if events such as the afore
McDonald’s and started consum- —— — — —
mentioned Monday morning con
ing large amounts of coffee. While
tinue to happen I think that Resi
I did make it to my 9:00 a.m. class, “It is not fair to the
dence Life should look into replac
I was essentially a zombie and Director, the R.A.’s, and,
ing our fire equipment in its entirety.
found myself unable to attend my
most importantly, the
It is not fair to the Director, the
two next classes.
R.A.’s, and most importantly, the
I, and many other Stone Hall residents to lose sleep
residents to lose sleep and educa
residents, lost an entire day due to and education because
tion because the administration is
a chronic malfunction with the the administration is
unwilling to find an effective solu
alarm system. I do not expect liv
unwilling
to
find
an
tion.
ing in the dorms to come free of
^ ^
Thank you for your time and I
annoyances but this seems to be a effective solution.
look
forward to a swift response.
recurring issue at least once every ---------------------------month.
B re t S. M o rg a n ,
I think it is time for the Office of Residence Life to put
No m a jo r given
some time and money into correcting this problem and not
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A T T E N T IO N A L L C A M P U S R ES ID EN TS
O F F I C E O F R E S ID E N C E L IF E F A L L 99
ROOM S E L E C T I O N S C H E D U L E
CLOVE ROAD APARTMENTS & RUSS HALL

Sign up for Clove OR Russ
with YOUR Residence Director................ January 25 - February 11
' 'i'i

******CLOVEyRUSS INTEREST MEETING******
******BOHN LOUNGE FEB. 3rd @ 7:00PM******
*

!

• Eligibility Status Letters..............................................February 17
• Applications distributed.............................................. February 24
• Pay $30.00 deposit at Business Office
(located in College Hall).....'.......................... ......Feb. 24 - March 3
• Submit group application by 4:00pm.............. ................. March 3
• Assignment Information sent out........ ......... ...........March 18-29

R E S ID E N C E H A L L S
Room Selection Booklets Distibuted............. .................March 22
• Pay Deposit at Business Office
(College Hall).... ........................................... ....March 25 - April 19
• Apply for Single Room Lottery.................................... April 5 & 6
(Sign-up in the Office of Residence Life)
• Clear Delinquent Accounts (Business Office)............. April 5 - 14
• Deadline to Accept a Single.................... a........................April 19
• Room Selection (Blanton Hall Atrium)....................April 21 & 22

Q u e s t io n s ? C a ll x7447 - T e a r Out and Save!

Clove and Russ assignments will be based
on class standing and review o f judicial files.

H uM C X / R ^
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I am NOT «John sJ.
O’Sullivan

M c- m

By Chris Finegan_________
He's not John J.

IVhat / tinento To Do
With My Ure
By John Frusciante____________________
The man, the myth, the house is on fire.
Over the years, I’ve been asked many
times about what exactly I intend to do with
my life. If you’re like me I’m sure you share
in this exasperating experience. I ’m also
sure that if indeed you are like me, you are
currently soaking your ankles in peanut but
ter, but enough of that.
So what do we intend to do with our
lives? Well, I’m sure your own personal
aspirations are of great interest to you and
those around you, but frankly this is my
column and I shall therefore use it to ex
press my own avidity. If you would like to
voice your own opinions on this subject, I
suggest you buy a sandwich board, a can of
paint, and a paint brush. Either that or call
my editor and request your own space in
this fine periodical.
Now we’ve gotten off the subject, and
that brings me to the first of my life’s goals:
to stay on the topic. It’s so difficult in this
day and age to stick with one particular
topic. In the days of our grandparents, you
were simply given a topic when you became
of age and you stuck with it through thick
and thin. Even if you didn’t know much
about the topic, or had never even heard of
the topic before it was presented to you. To
abandon a topic was a sin. Why, you could
be cast out of the neighborhood for such an
act. It was simply not permissible. Nowa
days we have a fifty-percent topic change
rate in this country alone. Why, I’ve seen
people abandon a conversation in the middle
of a party, and then find a new one before
the night is through. People attend social
gatherings with their “trophy topics,” bent
on impressing their peers with knowledge
that is sometimes way out of their typical
age bracket. This lifestyle, dear readers, is
not for me. A man should be responsible
for his actions and his lifestyle. So, for that
matter, should a woman.
And that brings me to my next desire, to
be able to look upon both sexes as equal.
What’s the difference between a man and a
woman? I pose this question not only out
of a penchant for the rhetorical (or out of an
inability to pass basic human sexuality for
that matter), but as a battle cry for equality.
For too long now women and men have
fumbled in the darkness of gender stereo
types. Go ahead men, cry! And not just
because your mother accidentally taped
“Emeril Live” over your Jenny McCarthy
Playmate video, but over something solidly
emotional.
And you women, engage yourselves in
typically masculine events. Pee standing up!
Go ahead. I suggest keeping a funnel close
by for aiming, but in any case try it! I think
you’ll find it quite liberating, especially in
the winter when the seat gets cold.
But don’t just limit yourselves to my
suggestions; explore what you yourselves
can do to bring yourselves closer to gender
equality.
Of course these rejoinders to the ques
tion, “What do you intend to do with your
life?” seem to perplex curious relatives and
other well-meaning busybodies.
“Well what do you want to do profes

17

sionally? What do you want to do with your
education? "These are the questions they
often interpolate, seeking obviously a more
specific answer to their fatuous queries.
(If we could just pause here for a mo
ment, I would just like to make it known
that I’ve recently purchased a new thesau
rus, and have grown quite fond of it. That
would explain the use of words like “fatu
ous” and “queries.” That’s all I wanted to
say, but if you’d like to stay and chat a while
I wouldn’t mind. It gets quite lonely be
tween these parentheses. I get to feeling like
General Zod and the other two creepies from
Superman I and II, stuck in that plate-glass
prison, hurtling through space screaming,
“Aah, forgive me!” in a high-pitched voice
for heaven only knows how long. But I sup
pose you’ll be wanting to get back to the
article now. I don’t suppose I can blame
you. Are you sure you won’t stay for pea
nut brittle?
Well fine then. Here, if you must know,
are several things I ’d like to do upon
completion of my college education.
I’d like to be paid a salary of $100,OCX)
per week to sample salad dressings from my
own home. The leading brands (as well as
those which are trailing slightly) will send
their newest flavours to my residence, where
I will sprinkle them generously onto my
salad, and upon completion mail each com
pany a letter stating my opinion, accompa
nied by a doctor’s bill when applicable.
If this profession fails to pan out, I would
highly enjoy a life of attaching plastic pieces
to the ends of shoelaces. Yes, scoff if you
must, and then I suggest you try to lace your
shoes without these magnificent inventions.
I’d like to sit at home and read the dic
tionary. There are plenty of words in our
language that I am as yet unfamiliar with,
or whose meanings I am unsure of. And as
a writer, I am ambiguous that I would ben
efit from a firmer hyperbole of the English
language.
One day soon, I hope to publish a pam
phlet informing people that instead of wast
ing so many quarters trying to win free
movie rentals from the gumball machine at
their local video store, they could save their
quarters and simply use them to rent another
movie. Of course, given the poor quality of
most films nowadays (particularly the new
releases), one is almost better off throwing
one’s change away in favour of sugar-coated
treats which carry false hopes as well as
enamel-rotting qualities and the ability to
lose their flavour in the time it takes flash
paper to bum. In fact one is almost better
off throwing oneself in front of a fast-mov
ing train. Or a motionless one.
Other goals of mine include discover
ing new and exciting palindromes, or words
and sentences that read the same way back
wards and forwards. For instance: A MAN
A PLAN A CANAL PANAMA. I would
also like to catch the little elves that hiber
nate in my closet and leave various scratches
on my arms and hands while I sleep. I’m
sure if you’re like me you can identify with
this troublesome experience. I’m also sure
that if indeed you are like me you’re cur
rently soaking your ankles in peanut butter,
but enough of that.

E d itor’s note: John Frusciante is N O T the guitarist from the Red H ot
Chili Peppers. That’s som eone else. I f he was a Pepper, I ’d bow at his
feet. B ut I hate peanut butter.

I am well aware that the Humour
Section started by John J. O’Sullivan here
at The Montclarion gravely insulted people.
His column endeavored to irritate as much
as possible those who would seek sensitiv
ity in the face of outright
mockery. Mr. O’Sullivan
created a bastion of po
litical incorrectness and
offended many decent
people with strong moral
convictions. There ap
peared no m otivation
aside from his personal
use as a soapbox. He re
ferred frequently to pre
marital sex, lust, binge
drinking, violence, pro
fanity and Satan.
Well, I am not
John J. O ’Sullivan. My name is Chris
Finegan, but most people I know call me
Finz. And I have a long-awaited response
to all that John J. offended: GET A SENSE
OF
HUM OUR,
YOU
TIGHT
SPHINCTERED DRONES!
Perhaps I should explain. The Rev
erend John J. (He really is a minister - just
ask to see his license!) had to graduate
sooner or later. He wanted his child, mis
shapen as it is, to grow and prosper and an
noy even more people. People he never
knew or cared to meet. People who would
just as soon shake his hand as vomit down
the front of his pants. People so politically
correct that they insist on calling women
“breasted Americans.” You see, people are
very important to John J. That’s why he
enjoys pissing them off.
I, personally, am not of his bloodline,

though he is my fraternity brother. The two
of us have very similar senses of Humour,
we both love coffee and Guinness, we both
like redheads, and we each own one of the
World Trade Center buildings. It was only
a matter of time before he realized that he’d
have to have a hole in his head the size of
Rush Limbaugh if he
d id n ’t let me assum e
control o f the ship.
We’ve got a sort of mas
ter-apprentice thing go
ing. No, that’s not really
it. It’s like a teacher-stu
dent thing . . .well, it’s
more like he’s Yoda and
I ’m Luke Skywalker.
When gone is he, the last
of the Jedi will I be.
Moving along:
come to think of it, I
don’t want to move along
just yet. That last analogy doesn’t sit well
with me. I know Yoda is supposed to be
this great Jedi master, but he’s nothing like
John J. John J. isn’t a green, wrinkly guy
who wears burlap and moves spaceships
with his mind. If John had such powers, I
get the feeling he would forego using the
force for knowledge and just mess with
people. He’d move their keys when they
weren’t looking, park their cars on the other
side of the lot when they were in the store,
and make their furniture come to life while
they were watching their soaps. Plus, Yoda
lives in a swamp. That last point leads me
to believe that Yoda smells REAL bad. I
realize that Star Wars never mentioned a
god-awful stench in the air wherever he
walked, but did you ever see Yoda shower?
Didn’t it ever occur to you that some wrinCONTINUED ON P. 20
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ROBERT F M J G D F A X V D S O N K I
F D A X V U T Q A O M J H F C
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C N A M A R

D O N G T L K F E N S E I C H
G O U L E T D F D E C K H A A
Z A A X W E V U S D L R Q T O
V N M K R O L Y A T J E I S H
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Altman
Burns
Conrad
De Niro

Duvall
E. Lee
Fulton
Goulet

Kennedy
McNamara
Bedford
Stack

Taylor
The Bruce
Vaughn
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NUKE THE HELL OUT OF
YOUR COMPUTER!

pa
BEFORE

Let’s face it. At two in the morning, when
the electronic bitch has swallowed your
work, it’s best to blow it sky high. You’ll
feel much better about a lot of things. And,
with the rapid growth of technology, in two
weeks you can have a newer model that
crashes ten times faster. Never forget your computer hates you, you flesh and
blood nightmare.

A C ROSS
1 President and
decorated
Navy pilot of
WWII
5 Fragrant
wood
10 Dulled or
satiated
15 President
and U.S.
Chief Justice
19 Opera
highlight
20 Pedro's pal
21 Fragrant seed
22 River in
Belgium
23 Cooper or
Busey
24 Ill-starred
lover
25 Tale ol
adventure
26 Rich source
27 W eather word
29 Hardy
heroine
30 Cap or hole
lead-in
31 Succinct
32 Gluts
34 Latin
conjunctions
36 Have
scruples
38 Bikini top
41 Oscar-winner
for Patricia
Neal
4 2 Par — (by air
mail)
44 W ire measure
4 5 Prom follower
4 8 Unit of
Instruction
50 Eileen or
Walter
5 2 Baseball mitts
1

2

A Public Service Announcement From Your

o

r

c

3

54 Nimble
55 Vaguely
56 Malleable
metal
58 Discharges
5 9 Nothing, in
Madrid
6 0 Danube
feeder
61 Minor
woodland
deity
6 3 Network
64 President
born in New
Jersey
6 6 Mountain
pass
67 President
who helped
frame the Bill
of Rights
69 Russian
communities
70 Mortar
trough
71 Washer cycle
7 2 President
assassinated
In office
76 European
gull
77 President
who signed
the Declara
tion of
Indepen
dence
8 2 Jai —
8 3 Red dye
8 5 Dr. Salk
8 6 Mil. infraction
8 7 Pouchlike
cavity
8 9 Enthusiastic
one
9 0 Kind of code
91 Babylonian
hero

6

s

s w o r

92 Strangeness
94 Cone
bearing tree
96 Dry, red wine
97 Egyptian god
of pleasure
98 Headlong
» flight
100 Marine
hazards
101 Hebrew letter
102 Ball or brow
lead-in
103 Chess and
checkers
105 Wrath
106 Takes a
position
108 Scorches
'
111 Marionette
maker
113 Actor O'Neal

115 Office force
119 Rich fabric
120 Mother of
Isaac
121 A votre — (to
your health)
123 Coin of Iran
124 N obeli sf
Wiesel
125 Lessen
126 More
ancient
127 Amazon
cetacean
128 President
who was
originally
named
LesBe Lynch
King Jr.
129 Yearned
130 Requires
131 President
who was
ivernor of
innessee

3 9 Stately
DOW N
4 0 Stage
1 Hand
whisper
krggage
2 Russian river 4 2 Fortified
4 3 B raziian
3 Father
seaport
4 President
4 5 Japanese
who was
and English
governor of
4 6 Fist fight
Ohio
4 7 City in the
5 Elevator
Ruhr valley
cage
4 9 Serb or Croat
6 Ham med it
5 0 Charred
up
stems of
7 Marching .
heather
coins?
51 — -picker
8 Matures
(fussy one)
9 H e w as the
53 King of Israel
only four55 "The — Anne
term
Frankpresident
57 Of dryads or
10 President
oreads
known as
"Old Hickory" 6 0 Basestealer’s play
11 Presently
61 Square of
12 Wined and
turf
6 2 Pours
13 Regard
steadily
highly
6 5 Dutch uncle
14 Ruby or
6 6 Intimidate
Frances
6 8 Genetic
15 President
substance
who was
7 0 Farm layer
governor of
71 Undetwater
Virginia
detecting
16 Hebrew lyre
device
17 Govt, agents
7 2 Barbecue
18 "A — Grows
specialty
in Brooklyn"
7 3 Escape
2 8 California/
detection
Nevada lake
7 4 Plants used
31 Fine silk
in fragrant
netting
ointments
3 3 Large wine
7 9 Legal
cask
Conjunction
3 5 V ery small
7 6 Lesser in
3 7 Russian
importance
plane
7 7 C asey or
38 Mel of many
Chuck
voices

cl
7 8 Kind of
bank?
7 9 Cognizant
8 0 In the —
(wealthy)
81 List of
candidates
84 Cul-de- —
8 5 President
who dratted
the Declara
tion of
Indepen
dence
8 8 Burden
bearer
9 0 Bridge
support
91 Santa's
helpers
93 Sweet potato
9 5 Whinnied
96 Bounder
9 9 Minnesota
Iron range
101 Tinged
103 Avarice
104 Transparent
wrapping
10 6 Famous
jockey
107 Dismantle
108 Musical
rmbol
imbus
110 Moslem
prince
112 Appraise
114 Ivy League
college
116 Japanese
aborigine
117 G o bankrupt
118 Antiaircraft
fire
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The Bohn Hall roof is the ideal place to test your
‘Turkey Slingshot'. Launch the gobblers at College
Hall. Award yourself 10 points if you ring the bell.”
“

Panhead, Mr. T he M ontclarion Horoscopes, Crazy Finz Publishing, 1-21-99.
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Attention!
FOOD SERVICE REGRETS TO INFORM
THE STUDENTS THAT THE BLAND HALL
CAFETERIA WILL BE CLOSED FOR THE
REST OF THE YEAR. IT SEEMS AS
THOUGH THE SEWAGE THAT WE
REGULARLY SERVE YOU IS LEAKING
O N THE FLOOR CAUSING A GREAT
HEALTH RISK TO OUR EMPLOYEES.

I A M «John «J. O ’S u l l i v a n
By John J. O’Sullivan
Humour Editor (1994-1998)
"and John J. O’Sullivan (1975-Present)
Author's Note: / was tempted to write a
wonderfully irreverent article, mocking the
administration o f Montclair State, the sy
cophantic zeal o f the present Student “Gov
ernment" Association, political-correctness,
the idiotic liberal destruction and
deconstruction o f free-thought, that lyingson-of-a-bitch-impeached-bastard in the
White House, the irrational leanings o f the
modern multicultural movement, and bad
parking. However, 1 was told that all o f this
is in Chris’ territory now. 1 was also told i f I
attempted to write about any o f the above
topics that I would get, and I quote: “My
graduated ass kicked fro m here to
Timbuktu. ” Since / like my ass exactly where
it is, and since I have no idea where
Timbuktu is, I have decided, in my infinite
wisdom, to write an innocuous little piece
entitled:

POST-GRADUATE LIFE
or, llÚ íiy th e *#% @ ca n Y 9 slaty up
[a le a n ym ore (fu rln y l/ie w eeÁ ?! ?

We apologize for any
inconvenience.
by Ed Flannery

The Horoscope Never Lies
m
Oao. 2 0 to &b. 18)
T^irtg rabbits surprise % iari(is Witt] a hdgf
hCig. Tod haVe two optioos: fflzzg little coiDpaoioos or bdwg I’oraoge. F itter wag goa have a
warn) feeliog inside. Happg D-Dag!
w

F $ (X 3
19 to J^rtli 20)
"He power goes oat ¡d goOr hoOse the night of
a h<ige partg 2 0 0 beepsoaked people are left in
total darkness. Tfo orgg breaks oflt. lien the
lights come back on and all are disappointed.
PiR [F 3 (Wsircfl 21 to ?\j>ril 19)
Hew changes at work caase Tories to get
creative, 'loo know mang who need goar prodact,
bat there jast isn’t mach demand for a “Chicken
Sandwich ^las \ Good
In The 'Head."
H V U R JJ5 (Aj>ril 2 0 to % 20)
Taco Dell accepts the coanterfeit tweotg goa
drew with the green cragon. The bad news goa’rc
eating Taco Dell. 'loa rash home, inhale a bottle
of ^ > to Bismol, and stop goar coanterfeit ring.
GlLfljfll (f^gg 21 to Jane 21)
'Hoar crash diet is oat of control this Week,
'loa become so crazed and desperate that goa
consame a 4 ’ bp 6 ’ fiberglass panel with spackle
Spread on it. » a gell oat, “M ro l! £izza!"
C ^ C O U J a n e 2 2 to Jalg 22)
Qncer is greeted with the arrival of extrater
restrials. Theg land in goar cereal at breakfast
and arc gobbled down with the rest of goar [ackg
(harms. Interplanetarg war is imminent. Pi■ice
gping, goa patz.
.0 (Jalg 2 3 to Aagast 22)
(bar attempts at normal conversation with an
attractive member of the opposite sex arc thwarted,
fr it do not lose hope. With proper alcohol inges
tion, goa converse cxtremclg well.
VIR§0 (J\agost 2 3 to 3 c p t. 22)
Virgo finds trae loVe this Week, [ackilg, Vegas

i L ove.

Y o u ,
£ UF F y .
MGiRRy we.,
DOLL.
HARP

By Mr.
Panhead
has roond-thc-ciock charchcs. Toa and goar loved
one are married in the 24-Hpar First (¿arch of
FjVis The King and goa win two grand plaging
craps. Fthhh. love.
U 5R R .0 cpt. 2 3 to Oct. 22)
Wiiat kind of astrological sign is “libra” angwag? It’s a set of scales. That's damb! I’m glad
I'm not a libra. I’m a Ico. ^U Q p ! "Hat’s what
I’m aboat! "His week, libre sacks. Dem o scales
3 Q R p ) (Oct. 2 3 to Pov. 21)
Jdck Frost is onlg a moVie. '¿a can’t reallg
bring that snowman in goar front gard to life.
3top goar chanting and ritaals 'loa’re scaring the
neighbors and Violating tons of local ordinances.

3 ^ i r n \ _ R ! l j 3 (PoV 2 2 to Dec. 21)
I jast realized that I’Ve been giving goa goar
horoscope for free! JScrew that! From now on, call
mg psgchic hotline. Foor dollars the first minate,
five dollars each additional, 'loa owe me big time!
Q W D R P Dec. 2 2 to Jan. 19)
war sweet pcrsonalitg brings a smile to all
goa eocoOnter this week. Pewt Gingrich laaghs
»stericallg at goar dirtg jokes, 'loa tickle Daddam
[ossein right ander his mastache and he giggles like
a little girl.
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Graduation Day. A proud day in the
memory of any college student. A day where
“the dreams of tomorrow meet the reality
o f today.” A day
where the scholar is
urged to “seize the
day,” and “be a maker
of tomorrow.” A day
when speakers warm
the cockles o f the
heart (w hatever a
cockle is).
W ell, I guess
that’s what they did
and what they said.
You see, like many of
my fellow graduates,
I was rather hung over
from the night previ
ous. That, and I was
busy blow ing up
beach balls while the
speakers were hurling
b.s. from the dais. All
I heard was “blah,
blah, blah, Carpe Diem, blah blah blah, seize
the day, blah blah blah, etc.” Besides, from
what my parents told me, I really didn’t miss
much. Bruce Willis or Yogi Berra didn’t
speak last year. After commencement, I
drank some more. In fact, I believe that
night, I was heavily blitzed. The day after, I
was very hung over and swore off liquor
for the 100th time in my life. After that,
during the same evening, I drank a keg of
Guinness dry.
But I digress...
Well, those days are good and done.
Days when early meant 11 a.m. Days when
Nintendo was a key factor in the decision
on whether I was going to bless a professor
with my presence. Days where liquor flowed
like sacred waters from a holy well. Days
when parties meant new friends, new lov
ers, new ways to drink hundreds of litres of
beer, and the inevitable ways of reviewing
what I ate the day previous.
Wqlp, they’re all gone. Dead, burnt, bur
ied and gone. And where did' they go to?
Well, let"me s e e .. .to my new car, HMOs,
dental plans, the Internet, my job, my job,
my job, and my brandy-new computer, that’s
where. They went into mutual funds,
401(k)s, stocks, bonds, securities, purchase
orders, the NYSE, Amazon.com and the
Republican party.
You may ask, “John, where are you go
ing with this?” Well, let me tell you kiddos,
because many of you are probably staring

at this newspaper with startled and fright
ened faces. I will spell it out in the simplest
terms possible, then you can face the start
ing horror that it will cause. Here it is:
ONCE YOU GRADUATE, THE
PARTY LIFE IS PRETTY MUCH OVER.
(You may scream if you wish.)
Granted, I’m not paying that once you
graduate, you stop drinking and screwing
around all together. Far from it. You don’t
stop hooking up with members of the oppo
site sex. Heck, you don’t stop playing
A*#hole either. It’s just that the party life
takes a backseat to the rest of the goals in
your life.
Take drinking, for example. I’m a des
ignated weekend drinker nowadays. The
thought of drinking, old-school drunk-arse
style on Tuesday is as foreign to me as Ara
bic. Why? Duh! Well, there’s the whole
work thing to contend with. Work no longer
means waiting tables a few nights a week
and drinking away 75% of your tips. Work
is Monday-Friday, nine to five, every day.
Let me repeat that: EVERY DAY. This is
not selective. This is not a choice. You work,
or you get fired. Lame excuses or half-baked
lies about your health don’t cut it. You can’t
call out and say something like, “Well, you
see, it was dollar shot night at The AboveAverage Saloon and I got trashed.” Nor can
you say, “Well, you see, I HAD to beat the
last boss-monster in Zelda, or my head was
going to blow u p .”
Nintendo and sambuca
are not valid excuses for
unintentional mid-week
breaks in the “rea l”
world.
It’s not like you’d be
able to go out late dur
ing the week anyway.
Nowadays, my head hits
the pillow around 10:30
p.m. 11 p.m. is late. A
few years ago, I was
only on beer number
tw enty-tw o at 10:30
p.m., with many more to
go thereafter.
I love sleep, though.
Really I do. Sleep is
good. Sleep is very
good. 1 look forward to
it nowadays. Consider
ing that I’m up at the crack of dawn weekly,
a morning that blesses me with additional
sleeping opportunity is idyllic...even if I still
wake up at seven a.m. Argh.
The types of liquor that I drink have
changed dramatically as well. During “Win
ter Break,” I went to a small party held by a
few of the alumni of my collegiate frater
nity. (Gee, I worked for the newspaper. I
wonder what fraternity I may be talking
about...) Back in “the day” five years ago,
we were power-loading multiple cases and
kegs of the worst beer imaginable. Black
Label, Olympia, Piels, The Beast(tm), Busch
(if it was an upscale party), or Bud (if it was
a really upscale party). These same people
with whom I used to drink this swill with
were drinking brandy, Sammy Adams,
Beaujolais Nouveau, Martinis, Manhattans,
rare whisky and the like. There was even
food there. Food. At a party. How utterly
foreign. There was never food at parties in
college, except for maybe some three-dayold Fritos in crumpled-up, half-eaten bags.
Are these the same people who used to
streak each other at random moments and
funnel beer from stairwells? They’re all law
yers and businessmen now. Wow. What
the hell happened?
However, with all of this talk about “life
being over,” there is one thing that I have
now that I would most assuredly NOT give
CONTINUED ON P. 20

HUMOU'R"
I ’m still not John J. N otice a pattern?
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kly old guy with enough ear hair to choke a
rhino that lives by himself in the middle of
a swamp might get a bit rank? Since John
J. has yet to emit such a funk, I presume
that he is not Yoda.
Getting back to the topic at hand. .
.uh, what was I talking about? I hate when
this happens to me. I’ll probably go on a
tangent, just like John J. Like magicians
who make birds appear out of nowhere. I
can’t do it, I’ve no talent in the field of
magic, but that trick irks me for some rea
son. It seems too easy to perform, but I’ll
tell you what would impress me. I’d like to
see a magician walk to center stage, drop
his pants, and shoot a snow-white dove out
his butt. I think that would
be the sign of a true magician.
You see? I did it again.
John J. and I really are dis
similar even though w e’re
about the same height, we
worked for the same satanic
restaurant, we both served as
Humour Editor and we are in
the same fraternity. I’d have
to say that he’s a very good
friend. He once said, “A good
friend is worth his weight in
gold. Unless he’s skinny.
Then you tip the scales be
cause gold is valuable. You can buy stuff
with it, like storm windows. Friends just
take your stuff and expect you to ‘be there
for them’, whatever the hell that means. I
HATE EVERYONE! Leave me alone! Stop
looking at me. You all suck! Wankers, all
of you.”
Bear with me. I ’m wondering
whether or not to continue my attempt to
show that John J. and I are not the same
person. Nah, screw that. I’m having too
much fun on these tangents of mine to care.
A short while ago, my sister pointed
out to me that some species of owl are un
able to digest the bones their prey. To avoid
tearing up their intestines, the poor owls are
forced to cough up whole skeletons and any
undigested hair. First, I wondered “What
kind of sound do they make?” I was think
ing som ething along the lines of
“YAAAAAKKKKK!” Then it occurred to
me that this is a side of nature’s kingdom

that Disney cartoons never really showed
us. What popped into my head was a Disney
cartoon involving hundreds of these owls.
I can see it now. I’ll be in the middle of a
forest in Washington State singing a cheer
ful, happy-go-lucky song. My friends’ll sur
round mer They’ll all chime in in unison
and provide a bass line of “Yakk, Yakk,
Yakk, Yakk . . . ” as mouse bones get blown
all over the place. Then they’ll all fly down
from the tress to join me on the grounchand
we’ll start dancing in the cheesy style so
often affiliated with Disney films. For the
finale, the owls and I could form a kick line
as I keep singing and they keep spewing.
How cool does that sound? Brings a tear to
your eye, don’t it?
'
Last tangent, I promise. After that,
I’ll end this debauchery. All too
often, I find myself wondering
how the world we live in could
have been different. “What if
Gandhi had never been bom?”
and the like are way too seri
ous for me. I wonder things
like, “ W hat if Simon and
G arfunkel sang industrial
techno?” I was pondering how
“Smack My Bitch Up” might
have sounded with wellblended vocal harmonies and
an acoustic guitar. There are
only four words repeated over
and over, but I’ll bet it would make the hard
est of hearts weep. Or, another example,
“What if men didn’t have nipples?” I can’t
think of any practical uses unless a man de
cides to undergo surgery and become a
woman. Are they functional or purely deco
rative? If they are functional, why doesn’t
dad get up in the middle of the night and
breast-feed the crying baby? If they are
purely decorative, wouldn’t that make them
like the spoiler on the back of a Porsche?
You don’t really need it, but I bet the car
(and the man) just wouldn’t look right if it
was missing.
Hey, wait, John J. has a pierced
nipple. That’s the purpose! I knew I wasn’t
straying that far from where I originally in
tended. As you can plainly see, Chris
Finegan is not John J. O’Sullivan. I don’t
want to hear “John J. Junior” anymore. I’m
too busy listening to the cries of the yak
king owls.
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He's still John J. I think that's good.
CONTINUED FROM P. 19

up for all of the beer-soaked days of old.
One thing that makes sleeping in early
Monday through Thursday worth it. One
thing that daily Dionysian festivities can
not provide: Money.
I love the fact that I don’t have to eat
Ramen noodles for breakfast, lunch,
brunch, dinner, and for special occasions.
I love the fact that I can actually do what I
want when I have free time. Oh, and the
best perk about this all: I can spend money
during weekends. Saturday and Sunday are
actually something to look forward to now
instead of something to fear. Double-shifts
at nearby corporate restaurants don’t fit into
the equation anymore.
So, hm m .. .working isn’t half that bad
anyway. Take back everything 1 said in
this article. I have a job that I like, I don’t
have to serve appetizers, and I can eat what
ever I want (as long as it fits in with my
obsessive low-fat, high-protein diet). Life
is good. Ha. Who’d thunk it. My cyni
cism is reaching an end.
(phone rings)
Just a second, I have to pick up my
phone, I’ll be right back: Hello?
“Hi, this is Satan here—what the f&#%
did you just say?”
Satan? C’mon Chris, is this one of your
skits interfering with my article? You get
to do this every week. This is very rare for
me. Let me finish my own article.
“No, this isn’t Finegan, damnit. This is
Satan, the Prince of Darkness, Baal, the
Arbiter of Evil, the Ultimate Doer of

Wrong...SATAN!”
Ok. Chill. Breathe deeply or some
thing.
“Oh shut up, damnit...listen... what was
that you just said, something about, let me
see, you’re not cynical anymore?”
Uh, yeah. I don’t see the point of being
cynical anymore. I’d rather just be happy.
“Well, thanks a lot a$(A#ole. It’s snow
ing down here. Thanks a whole lot, you
#(%$ing bastard.”
Uh...I’m still sarcastic though; doesn’t
that count? I still am excitable about poli
tics? I extremely dislike Clinton...
“You leave my boy out of this,
@$*hole.”
Your boy?! No wonder. It all makes
sense now... The high job-approval rating,
the positive polls, his Teflon-coated es
capes... Pardon the pun but get the hell out
of my article, A#$%ole! Get your stupid
#(*%ing liberal crap out of this paper,
(click)
Boy, that felt better. I guess if you’re
going to piss someone off, it might as well
be the Prince of Darkness. So much for
not mentioning politics-I can’t help it. I
could talk forever about politics, but that’s
a topic for another article, or maybe a book.
.. H m m ...

John J. O ’Sullivan is a book editor by trade. He is
currently working on writing a book of political
sarcasm entitled “I Was a College Pinko, I
Recovered and So Can You!" Look for it whenever
he gets his lazy ass in gear and finishes writing it.
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C lassifieds
• Hi ip W an n i)

•

Part-time position for Mac user doing
installations, and troubleshooting for
system of 30+ computers. Flexible
hours. C all Tom Lanigan, Hum ana
Press, Totowa:256-1699 ext. 11, or email tbhumana@ humanapr.com
If you have som e creativity and like
the world of fashion... Nationally

known bridal designer needs full or
part time help in her studio in
Montclair. C all 973-655-1239 days/
973-237-0784 eves

Models. W omen 18 yrs and over of
different races to model for outdoor
photo project. Tasteful nudity. Pay or
will exchange pictures. No experience
necessary. 973-365-4054. Reliable
only.______________________________
Sum m er ‘99 Day Camp Counselors
wanted. Group counselors, WSI, .
activity instructors. Mid June thru mid
August. Watchung area (Somerset
County) 888-580-CAM P____________
Exceptional Sum m er Opportunity
Cam p Wayne, N E PA. Counselor
specialists for all Land/Water sports.
Golf, Tennis, Outdoor adventure; Mtn.
biking, Rocketry, A & C , Drama, Radio,
Video. P le a se call 888-549-2963

• S urvices»
Feeling anxious, stressed,
depressed? Overeating drinking or
drugging? Experiencing relationship
problem s? Psychotherapy with a
skilled caring professional can help.
Call Melinda Morton Illingworth at 5097372. Sliding scale, insurance
accepted.__________________________

Voi. 78 Noi 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ January 2 8 ,1 9 9 9

• C hild C are W anted •
Part-time babysitter needed
immediately. 2 children ages 5 and
2. Wed. & Fri. 8:30am to 3:30pm.
C all 973-857-8255

Loving, experienced, reliable
babysitter wanted for children, ages 2
& 5. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evening, occasional afternoons. 15-20
hours per week. Non-smoker. $7
hourly. Call 746-3463______________

Child Care Desired: C an you come
play with us while our Mommy writes
her books? 20-25 hours weekly, days/
times flexible. References required.
Please call 746-9774

• For R ent »

Valentine's Day

Third floor, private home. Cooking
facilities, private bath. $410 per
month. Short walk to N Y or M SU bus.
O ne month security deposit and
references required. Telephone: 973746-5940

It's right around the corner, and we've got
the gifts that could save your life!
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ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK

“Take'
2” 2 F R E E T R IP S O N O N LY 15
S A L E S and... Earn $$$ Jamaica,
Cancún, Baham as, Florida, Padre!
Lowest Prices! Free meals, Parties &
Drinks. “ Lowest prices** 1-800-4267710/www.sunsplashtours.com______
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Seeking childcare for toddler girl in
Brim ai

Sports N utritio n
Mutch In k

Cell-lech Grape
a * ............... r . ..................... $39.99

UnPria................................. SJt.lt
Yo*Java
$20.001
Nirtrifon
Fat Burners

Creative, energetic, friendly person
needed for afternoon childcare of our
nearly-six-year-old daughter. Pick her
up afterschool, take her to and from
play-dates and activities, etc. Good
pay. Hours 2:30pm to 8pm M-F.
Would consider consider splitting the
position between two people. Please
call 212-456-7421 (days) or 973-7445766 (evenings)____________________

Babysitter needed to care for 9&6 yr
old boys on Tues. from 4:00-7:00pm
Position incl. taking kids to activities in
Monclair. Must drive. Non-smoker.
Refs required. 973-509-9546________
Babysitter/Mary P o p p in s type
w anted 2-3 days per week. Flexible
hours. Must drive, own transportation,
nonsmoker, early ed. major preferred
but not required. C all 239-8013______
P T S itte r need ed fo r after sch o o l/
evening care for 5 year old. Verona
area. Need car for pick-up. Call 973239-6936. Hours/days may vary.

A ll Billboard Top 4 0 CDs only
each...
&AV8

ta m w m im w m

my Little Falls home, approx. 30 hrs/
wk/flexible. Must have solid
academ ics, experience, careful driver/
nonsmoker/references. $7/hr. Call
256-1276
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N orth Jersey
F ederal C redit U n ion ....

the missing piece to your financial puzzle.
Do you And it puzzling to manage your financial affairs?
...If so NJFCU has the products and services you need to complete
your financial puzzle.
Share (Saving) Accounts
»
.
»

Share Draft (Checking) Accounts
•
•
•
•

Holiday/Vacation Clubs
Term Share Certificates (CD’s)
Money Market (IRA)_________

Miscellaneous
.
.
•
.
.
.
•

Free Low rate Credit Cards*
MAC ATM Card
New car buying services
Telephone Account Processing
Financial Counseling/Planning
Disney Discount card
I Sto 29 club

•

non-use fee

Free ch eck in g
Overdraft Protection
C h eck in g Plus
B asic C heck in g

Loans
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secured & U nsecured
Student Loans
N e w & U sed Car Loans
24-H our Loan B y Phone
M ortgages
H om e Equity

As a student or employee here at Montclair State University, you and your family
are eligible for the benefits and services of North Jersey Federal Credit Union. If
you are interested in taking advantage of this service call the Credit Union at 973785-9200, just ask for Jackie Sturm @ x. 382 to get more details on how to
become a member and take advantage of our valuable services.

OVER $750,000 IN CASH, PRIZES,
ARSHIPS GIVEN NATIONWIDE. NO TALENT OR
EXPIERENCE REQUIRED. THE WINNER WILL GO
ON TO REPRESENT NEW JERSEY AT THE NA
TIONAL PAGEANT AT WALT DISNEY WORLD IN
ORLANDO FLORIDA. CALL FOR MORE INFORMA
TION (732) 288-1331, OR E.MAIL US www. nj pag
eants @ excite.com.
y C fn e r tc a r i/ ( jo v e t & a g f& a stf&

1358 Hooper Ave.,Ste 262, Toms River, N.J.08753_______
Visit our web site at: www.njfcu.org
or E-mail us at info@njfcu.org
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Win streâk stops at seven
By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor
Junior guard Meleena Edwards scored
a game-high 22 points and teammate Jes
sica MacNeill grabbed a career-high 26 re
bounds as Rowan University (13-4, NJAC
10-1) remained in second place in the NJAC
with a stifling 70-54 victory over Montclair
State University (12-4, NJAC 8-3) in a New
Jersey Athletic Conference women’s basket
ball game played in MSU’s Panzer Gym last
night.
Edwards was on fire from the free-throw
line, making 11-12. She scored 13 of her 22
points in the second half when the Profs
outshot MSU 36-31. MacNeill had 15 of
her 26 rebounds in the second half. Rowan
was on point all night, turning a 22-21 lead
with 4:40 left in the first half, into a 34-23
score at halftime after outscoring the Red
Hawks 12-1 to end the first.
Rowan kept their fire burning in the sec

ond half, scoring the first eight points for a
42-23 lead with 17:45 left.
For Rowan, Jessica Pointin-Hahn added
with 18 points and three steals, while Kristi
McCullough finished with 11 points com
ing off the bench. Although the Red Hawks
were held to just a :307 shooting percent
age (23-75), they had two players in double
figures. Junior guard Felicia Ingram fin
ished with 18 points and grabbed 11 re
bounds, while Marlena Lawrence added 10
points.
This win marked the seventh straight
victory for Rowan, while at the same time
ending M ontclair’s seven-game winning
streak. The Red Hawks have now lost nine
straight to the Profs dating back to the 1994
season, and has fallen behind Rowan by two
full games in the NJAC into third place.
The Hawks will return to action Satur
day, Jan. 30 playing at Kean University at 4
p.m.

Student Support
CONT. FROM P. 24

often than not. Again one can point to school
spirit and supporting one’s school sports. I
feel there is very little of that left at MSU.
From my observations, students in gen
eral don’t support their sport teams at Mont
clair. Whether it’s football, basketball,
hockey, cross country or swimming, the
trend is the same, an apathetic feeling to
ward collegiate sports at Montclair and in

general a disregard for a healthy over exu
berance of school spirit. The only solution
is that students take heed and start showing
support. I am an optimist, so hopefully that
is exactly what will happen, and then finally
I can have the pride of telling my friends at
other schools that I attend Montclair State
University, where it is almost impossible to
find a free seat before a game!

RED HAWK ACTION
Saturday. Jan. 30
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION

OVER POWERING: Freshman center James Bradley (#33 - Paterson) wasn’t enough to
beat Rowan last night in Panzer Gymnasium. Bradley had six rebounds in the loss.
By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor
The number one team in Division III
proved its worthiness of such an honor as
junior Larry Bland led four players in double
figures as Rowan University won its 16th
straight game to stay undefeated, with a
convincing 69-45 win over MSU (9-7,
NJAC 5-6) in a New Jersey Athletic Con
ference men’s game played at MSU’s Panzer
Gym last night.
After taking a 30-28 lead into the locker
room at halftime, Rowan dominated Mont
clair from start to finish in the second half,

outscoring them 39-17. After a 30-30 tie
with 19:19 left in the second, Rowan went
on an 18-6 run that put them ahead 48-36
with 10:06 left in the game.
In the second half, the Profs shot an im
pressive 51 % from the floor, while the Red
Hawks only shot 21%. Montclair shot 29%
for the whole gam e, also being
outrebounded by Rowan 55-33.
For the Hawks, senior Anthony Peeples
scored game-high 24 points and grabbed 11
rebounds. Meanwhile, Rowan’s Terrance
Williams had 12 points and 13 rebounds,
and BJ Johnson added 13 points.

♦Men’s Basketball @ Kean University, 2 p.m.
♦Women’s Basketball @ Kean University, 4 p.m.
Men’s and Women’s Swimming @ Stony Brook, NY, 1 p.m.
Men’s Wrestling, New England Duals, 10 a.m.
Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track @ Boston, MA, 9 a.m.

Smiday, Jant 31

Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track @ Boston, MA, 9 a.m.

Monday. Fgfr. l
Men’s Basketball vs. Caldwell College, 7 p.m.
Women’s Basketball @ Mt. St. Mary’s, MD, 7 p.m.

Wednesday. Feb. 3
♦Women’s Basketball @ Ramapo College, 6 p.m.
♦Men’s Basketball @ Ramapo College, 8 p.m.
Men’s Wrestling vs. Delaware Vallley, PA, 7 p.m.
* - NJAC matchup
BOLD - Home game

The Princeton Review
in conjunction with
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Free PracticeTests!
Saturday, January 30th
Montclair State University
•
R obertson Hall
MCAT(Rm 114) 9:00am-5:00pm
GMAT(Rm 117) 10:00am-3:00pm
LSAT(Rm106) 12:00pm-4:30pm
GRE (Rm 120) 9:30am-2:00pm

(800 )2-R EV IEW
w w w .review .co m

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

How would you do if you took the GRE, LSAT, MCAT
or GMAT today? Take a FREE full-length practice
test and find out! We will mail you a detailed score
analysis which will pinpoint your specific strengths
and weaknesses. For more information on how The
Princeton Review can help you, call our office today!

Free tests are also offered in H ackensack on Sun., 1/24 and Princeton on Sat., 1/30.

M S U r ed
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Zzi™ MSU beats #4 ranked TCNJ
By Paul Lewiarz
Assistant Sports Editor
Where are the fans? After cov
ering organized sports at Montclair
State University, I have come to a
grim conclusion; there is no school
spirit. Well, there at least appears
to be a very big lacking in school
spirit. Let me first explain myself
in great detail. Let’s start with foot
ball at Montclair State University.
At most home games, attendance
was maybe half full to capacity. At
night games there is usually a great
deal more people than during the
day. Most parents work during the
day and so, therefore, they were
only able to come during the
evening hours. There are probably
more parents at the football games
than students, which isn’t saying
much for the student body. But I’m
not talking about parents, I’m talk
ing about the 10,000+ student body
that on a daily basis fills the cam
pus of Montclair.
When Montclair football plays,
the seats should be full and not
necessarily with football fans but
with fans of the school. The very
same students who take classes
here have an obligation to them
selves and to the school to show
some school spirit and support
their school. All the sporting
events are free to students of Mont
clair. But I don’t understand why
most students just don’t care. For
instance, anyone who has ever
gone to a men and women’s double
header basketball game can attest
to this. The women’s game almost
always has fewer fans then the
men’s game. Granted, more men
generally go to the men’s game and
vice versa but I feel that the stu
dent body should show the same
amount of support.
It is a disturbing trend, which
will hopefully improve as the sea
son progresses. M en’s and
Women’s teams in basketball are
both doing exceptionally well,
both have winning records, both
are contending for playoff spots
and both are fun to watch. I don’t
understand then why both would
not be totally filled to absolute ca
pacity. I feel there can be only two
possibilities. There are only so
many basketball fans at Montclair
or there is no school spirit. Well,
school spirit is certainly not in
abundance at MSU. This was no
where better seen than at the foot
ball pep rallies held last semester.
If I remember correctly, the foot
ball team stopped having them af
ter a while because so few students
were attending them. The football
team did rather well last season
and their effort was more than re
spectable in all of their games, so
I wouldn’t see why MSU students
didn’t come out and support more

DAVE PERLMUTTER/MONTCLARION

Senior Barrett Cervetto (W. Creek) successfully pins his opponent.

By Betsy C. Montanez

the first takedown in the first pe
riod, but went on to tie the score
in the second period, 2-2. In thex
third period Dellegatta choose the
offensive position. Ending the
third period with a score of 3-2,
but since D ellegatta
earned 3:06 riding time he
earned a point tying the
match 3-3. In overtime he
scored
first takedown
— the
------ ---------------------------

Staff Writer

The Montclair wrestling team
who is nationally ranked #18 in
Division III defeated The College
of New Jersey (#4) last night at
Trenton with a score of
24-13.
Dan Geleta (149 lbs.)
set the pace for Mont
L
I <111 .
nHe
c
w a a
itaken
aiv ^ n
clair.
was
down in the first period ^ ^ T C S tlin S an£*earne<^ t^iree near ^
before he reversed his ----------------“
points. Final score 8-3.
opponent. There were
Dellegatta s opponent is
no points earned in the second pe currently nationally ranked fourth
riod. Geleta chose bottom in the at 157 lbs.
Freshman Rami Ratel (149
third period where he escaped and
took the first takedown. Final lbs.) was bumped up two weight
classes and wrestled at 165 lbs.
score was 9-3.
Following up was Dominic Ratel scored the first takedown and
Dellegatta (157 lbs.) who gave up continued to score on his opponent

ran

for a final score of 10-0. Ratel’s
opponent is also currently nation
ally ranked third at 165 lbs.
RJ. Rapps 174 lbs. wrestled a
scoreless first period and earned an
escape point in the second. The
match was tied at 1-1 in the end of
the third period sending the match
into overtime where there were
also no points scored. It wasn’t
until sudden death that Rapps
scored the first point winning his
match 2-1.
At first things didn’t look good
for Todd Going (197 lbs.) who was
trailing 1-0 at the end of the sec
ond period. Choosing the defen
sive position in the third period,
Going escaped tying the score at
1-1 and then earned a take down
making the score 3-L With only a

few seconds left he gave up an es
cape, which lead him'to win with
a score of 3-2.
Currently ranked fourth in the
nation for Division III wrestling,
Capt. Bearrett Cervetto (HWT).
began wrestling a scoreless match.
It wasn’t until the third period of
wrestling that Cervetto scored his
first escape and takedown winning
3-1.
Capt. Florian Ghinea (141 lbs.)
who is nationally ranked first in
Division III, ended the night by
taking down his opponent four
times and winning his match by a
technical fall of 16-1.
Montclair will wrestle at home
on Sat. at 10 a.m. in the NJ/NE
Duals and Wed. at 7 p.m. against
Delaware Valley.

Pollard named All American
Midfielder is the eighth Montclair State soccer player to receive All American honor
By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor

Senior m idfielder
Marlon Pollard has been
named as a 3rd team All
A m erican. The an
nouncem ent came on
Jan. 25 from the Na
tional Soccer Coaches
Association of America.
The native of Guyana ended his

senior year with three goals and
five assists, and lead MSU into the
NCAA Tournament as the team
captain.
As stated by head coach Rob
Chesney, “Game in and
game out, Marlon’s inten
sity, work ethic and deter
m ination were un
matched.” Chesney adds,
“His physical presence
and leadership was im
measurable this season.”
His excellent leadership boosted

the Hawks to one of their best sea
sons in the history of MSU. The
team went 14-3-3, qualified as the
second seed in the Metro region for
the NCAA Tournam ent, and
achieved the program’s highest
national ranking ever at #6 by the
National Soccer Association of
America.
“It was my first All American
award, and it was my last year
playing; so it was a nice way to
go,” said Pollard.
Pollard is now the eighth soc-

cer player here at MSU to be rec
ognized as an All American. He
started 82 straight games, and fin
ished his career with 20 goals and
24 assists, including six game win
ning goals. He adds this award to
his collection, which includes two
straight first team all New Jersey
Athletic Conference nominations
and M SU’s 1998 MVP award.
Pollard will have an opportunity
to add to these achievements in the
spring in the U.S.Inter-Regional
Soccer League.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Red Hawk Standings &
This w eek’s schedule

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Rowan remains unbeaten with
second half surge as Profs top
Montclair, 69-45.
PAGE 23
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Soccer

S E E S U P P O R T ON P. 23

SPORTS TRIVIA
How many NFL championships did the Green Bay
Packers win under Vince
Lombardi?

ANSW ER TO
WEEK’S TRIVIA:
Reggie Jackson

LAST

n 23

Rowan soars to a 70-54 win over
MSU.
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